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Abstract

How does temperature affect educational attainment? Evidence from 4.6 million high school exit exams from New York City suggests that heat stress can significantly diminish exam performance in the short run and reduce educational attainment in the long run. Taking an exam on a 90°F day relative to a 72°F day leads to a 0.19 standard deviation reduction in performance, equivalent to a quarter of the Black-White achievement gap, and a 12.3% higher likelihood of failing an exam. Hot days during the school year reduce subsequent exam performance by 2.2% of a standard deviation per day above 80°F, suggesting that cumulative heat exposure can reduce the rate of learning. This study finds some evidence for protective effects of air conditioning, and strong evidence for “adaptive grading”, whereby teachers partially offset the adverse performance impacts of acute heat stress by manipulating grades near passing thresholds when students have experienced hot exam sittings. These findings may have implications for estimating the social cost of carbon, designing education policy, and our understanding of the role that climatic factors play in explaining income gaps across individuals and nations.
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1 Introduction

A vast economic literature has documented the importance of human capital accumulation in improving standards of living as well as the efficacy of many inputs to schooling. A more recent literature has highlighted the causal impact of climatic factors on welfare-relevant outcomes including health and labor productivity which, taken together, suggest that heat stress can directly affect economic activity through its effect on human physiology and cognition.

And yet, few studies have explored the role that temperature plays in the human capital production process, particularly in school environments. This study is the first to explore the direct impact of heat stress on student performance and student attainment using data from high stakes school settings.

To assess whether and how heat stress may affect human capital production, I use administrative data from the nation’s largest school district: New York City public schools. I focus on three related but separate research questions. First, does heat stress affect student performance in the short run? That is, do early lab-based findings – wherein cognitive performance declined rapidly with elevated temperatures – extend to school contexts, where the economic stakes are presumably higher? Second, does heat stress affect longer run human capital attainment, or does it merely add noise to the signal extraction process of high-stakes testing? As in the case of many educational interventions that have been explored previously (e.g. teacher quality, class size reduction), holistic welfare accounting hinges upon whether observed performance impacts represent temporary reductions in cognitive capacity or lead to more lasting changes in human capital attainment, with their attendant impacts on earnings and other later-life outcomes? Third, how much and in what ways do students and teachers adapt? Assessing the potential scope for adaptation to heat stress in school settings is important in thinking about the potential human capital impacts from future climate change, especially if one is interested in what a climate-human capital link might imply for the optimal social cost of carbon (Greenstone et al, 2013; Kahn, 2016).

My research design is based on a simple premise: that short-run variations in temperature are not caused by unobserved local determinants of educational performance and attainment.

---

1 For a review of the literature on wage returns to human capital, see Card (1999). For a review of the non-pecuniary returns to human capital, see Oreopolous and Salvanes (2011). For reviews of the role that health and human capital play in macroeconomic growth and development, see Hanushek and Woessman (2008), Glewwe and Kremer (2006), and Weil (2007).


3 For instance, as in the case of Lavy, Ebanstein, and Roth (2015), who suggest that air pollution exposure during high stakes exams leads to allocative inefficiencies in the labor market. Notable examples of later-life impacts of educational interventions include the well-documented impacts of teacher-value added (Chetty et al, 2010, 2011), class size reductions (Angrist and Lavy, 1999), school choice (Sandstrom and Bergstrom, 2005; Deming et al, 2014; Lavy, 2015), school desegregation (Billings et al, 2014), and positive grade manipulation (Diamond and Persson, 2016).
This empirical strategy – in conjunction with institutional features of New York City public schools which require students to take multiple high stakes exams spread out across several days each June – allows for the identification of the causal impact of heat stress on performance using within student variation. Since all students are assigned to test dates and locations without prior knowledge of temperature (and without the ability to reschedule), temperature on the day of an exam is unlikely to be correlated with student quality. Similarly, year-to-year fluctuations in the incidence of hot days by neighborhood are unlikely to be systematically correlated with student performance, especially when comparing the same schools over time. The richness of the data set, which comprises over 4.5 million individual exam observations from 990 thousand high school students, allows for an in-depth analysis of the potential mechanisms through which temperature may enter into the human capital production function.

I find that heat stress exerts a causal and economically meaningful adverse impact on student performance. Taking a NY State Regents exam – a high school exit exam that determines diploma eligibility and can influence college admission – on a hot day leads to considerably reduced performance, even when controlling for individual student ability. For the average student, heat stress during an exam reduces her score by approximately 0.22 % per ° F above room temperature, such that a one standard deviation increase in test-time temperature has a negative effect roughly the size of 1/8 of the Black-White score gap. Put another way, a 90°F day reduces exam performance by 0.165 standard deviations relative to a more optimal 72°F day, and leads to a 6.2 percentage point lower likelihood that the student passes the exam.\footnote{That is, -2.95 points, or -4.55% relative to a mean of 64.7 points out of 100, and a reduction of -10.88% relative to a mean pass rate of 0.57.} I take this result as confirming the existing ergonomic and physiological literature, and consistent with recent empirical work on causal impacts of heat stress on labor supply, labor productivity, and human health (Dell et al, 2010, 2011; Zivin and Neidell, 2014; Barecca et al, 2016). It suggests that ambient heat may be an important input to the human capital production function for policymakers to consider when allocating public resources, especially in contexts where heat exposure is frequent, cooling technology adoption is incomplete, and where high-stakes exams pose real hurdles to further schooling.

Can heat exposure disrupt learning and human capital accumulation in the long run? Leveraging quasi-random variation in cumulative heat exposure over the course of the school year, I find that repeat heat exposure may reduce the rate of learning and human capital accumulation, in addition to and controlling for the short-run impact documented above. Hot days during the preceding school year reduce end-of-year exam performance, though the effects are less precisely estimated. A one standard deviation increase in the number of days above 80°F reduces Regents performance by approximately 1.4 points (se=0.70), or 0.071 standard deviations. The effect is similar in size to eliminating 70% of the gains associated
with a 1 standard deviation increase in teacher value-added for one grade – which has been shown to increase cumulative lifetime incomes of the same NYC students by approximately $37,000 per student, or $925,000 per classroom (Chetty et al, 2012) – though there are many reasons why the later-life impacts of better teaching may be different from those of fewer disruptions due to heat stress. While these estimates are measured with considerable error, they are consistent with a model of human capital accumulation in which heat stress during class time reduces effective pedagogical engagement by students (and/or teachers), and consistent with ongoing work that finds hot days in the year leading up to SAT exams to reduce student performance (Goodman and Park, 2016).

Looking at longer-run outcomes, I find that acute heat stress during high stakes exams reduces the likelihood that a student graduates from high school on time, suggesting that even small amounts of heat stress can have knock-on impacts on educational attainment. An increase in average exam-time temperature for June Regents exams reduces the likelihood of graduating on time by 0.17 percentage points, or -1.07% per standard deviation increase in average exam-time temperature. This is consistent with a world in which acute heat exposure nudges some students to achieve less schooling overall due in part to institutional rigidities similar to those documented by Dee et al (2016) and Lavy, Ebanstein, and Roth (2015).  

Finally, I find that teachers and school administrators have adapted to heat in the classroom – but in perhaps unexpected ways. Using building-level air conditioning installation data, I find limited evidence for protective effects of air conditioning. Performance impacts of heat stress in schools with central air conditioning are smaller than those in schools without air conditioning equipment, but not significantly so. This may be in part due to data constraints – AC installation status may be a noisy predictor of actual AC utilization – but is also consistent with previous findings which suggest that partial air conditioning retrofits in old buildings can in some cases do more harm than good due to reduced air quality and increased noise (Niu, 2004). It is also consistent with the fact that even in the 62% of NYC public schools which have any AC equipment, over 40% were deemed to have defective components by independent building inspectors, though data on classroom level AC utilization for the study period was not available (BCAS, 2012). These results suggest that more careful research is needed in ascertaining the true cost-benefit of installing or improving AC equipment as an input to school production, at least in the context of old urban schools.

In ongoing work, I explore the potential of using temperature instruments to assess the possibility that teacher discretion carries hidden information regarding student ability and learning not captured by standardized exam scores, which may provide clues as to why many teacher value-added studies find fade out in scores but persistent long-run impacts (Cascio and Staiger, 2012; Chetty et al, 2010). In addition, I explore the potential for a “dynamic complementarities effect” of short-run heat shocks during exams, whereby realized scores (whether or not they accurately reflect underlying human capital or skill) provide signals within the educational system that lead to a dynamic reallocation of effort and subsequent reduction in overall schooling attainment, as suggested by Diamond and Persson (2016).

Given the magnitude of adverse heat-related impacts documented in this study, it seems likely that
Perhaps surprisingly, I find strong evidence for what one might call “adaptive grading”, whereby teachers use their discretion in grading to partially offset the adverse performance impacts of acute heat stress, selectively boosting grades around pass/fail thresholds when students have experienced hot exam sittings. Building on work by Dee et al (2016) who use data from the same district to document systematic grade manipulation by teachers prior to city-wide grading reforms, I estimate the relationship between the extent of grade manipulation and exogenous variation in exam-time temperature using a school-by-subject-by-date-specific bunching estimator at passing cutoffs. I find that, while approximately 5.8% of pre-reform Regents exams were manipulated on average, the extent of manipulation varies systematically with the temperature students experienced during any given exam, with hot takes exhibiting approximately 1.5% more bunching behavior per degree F. This represents a hitherto undocumented (likely sub-optimal) channel of climate adaptation, and suggests that a possible unintended consequence of eliminating teacher discretion may have been to expose more low-performing students to climate-related human capital impacts, eliminating a protection that applied predominantly to low-achieving Black and Hispanic students.

This paper contributes to a growing literature exploring the causal impact of climate on economic outcomes, including impacts of temperature shocks on human health (Barecca et al, 2016), labor productivity and supply (Zivin and Neidell, 2014; Advahryu and Sudarshan, 2014; Cachone et al, 2013), violent crime (Anderson, 1987; Hsiang et al, 2013), and local economic output (Hsiang, 2010; Dell et al, 2011; Park and Heal, 2013; Burke et al, 2015), as well as the nascent empirical literature on climate adaptation (Mendelsohn, 2000; Deschenes and Greenstone, 2011; Burke and Emerick, 2015).

It also contributes to a long literature that documents the efficacy and welfare implications of various inputs to schooling, including teacher value added (Chetty et al, 2010, 2011) and reductions in class size (Angrist and Lavy, 1999; Kreuger and Whitmore, 2001; Chetty et al, 2011), as well as school choice and desegregation (Sandstrom and Bergstrom, 2005; Deming et al, 2014; Billings et al, 2014).

While more careful research is needed to verify whether similar mechanisms are at play in developing country contexts, the findings presented here suggest that the interplay between climate and human capital may be an additional contributing factor to the long-debated correlation between hotter climates and slower growth (Mankiw, Romer, and Weil, 1992; Gallup, Sachs, and Mellinger, 1999; Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson, 2000; Rodrik et al, 2004; Dell, Jones, and Olken, 2012; Burke et al, 2015). Moreover, to the extent that future climate change will likely result in greater added heat exposure for the poor both within and across countries, these findings lend further support to the notion that climate change may improving the built infrastructure of many public schools would provide a net benefit to student welfare, though considerable institutional hurdles and/or principal-agent problems may prevent socially optimal levels of AC adoption in schools.
have distributionally regressive impacts.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of the relevant ergonomic and economic literature on heat and human welfare. Section 3 presents a simple conceptual model of human capital production under temperature stress. Section 4 provides a description of the institutional setting, including the main source of identifying variation, as well as a description of the data sources and key summary statistics. Section 5 presents the main results for the short-run impact of heat stress on exam performance. Section 6 explores potential long-run impacts of heat exposure using information on cumulative heat exposure during preceding school years as well as data on high school graduation and dropout status. Section 7 provides analyses aimed at exploring the ways in which students and teachers adapt to heat stress. Section 8 discusses implications and concludes.

2 Heat Stress and Human Welfare

Three stylized facts from the existing scientific literature are of particular relevance in thinking about the impact of temperature on human capital production: first, that heat stress directly affects physiology in ways that can be detrimental to human performance; second, that most individuals demonstrate a revealed preference for mild temperatures close to room temperature – which is commonly taken to be between 65°F and 74°F, or 18°C and 23°C – an amenity for which they are willing to pay non-trivial amounts when markets allow; third, that the inverted U-shaped relationship between temperature and performance documented in the lab has been confirmed in the context of a variety of welfare-relevant outcomes including health and labor productivity, but not in educational performance or attainment in situ.

2.1 The Physiology of Heat Stress

Heat stress has well-known physiological consequences. At extreme levels, heat exposure can be deadly, as the body becomes dehydrated and hyperthermia begins to cause dizziness, muscle cramps, and fever, eventually leading to acute cardiovascular, respiratory, and cerebrovascular reactions. Exposure to heat is associated with increases in blood viscosity and blood cholesterol levels (Deschenes and Moretti, 2009), which can eventually cause increased morbidity in the form of heat exhaustion and stroke, the latter most acutely for the elderly (Zivin and Schrader, 2015).

Even at relatively mild temperatures, heat can affect human behavior through its subtle effects on physiology and psychology. The human brain produces a disproportionate amount of body heat – by some estimates originating up to 20% of the total heat released by the human body, despite comprising 2% of total mass (Raichle and Mintun, 2006) – and has been shown to experience reduced neural processing speed and impaired working memory when
brain temperature is elevated (Hocking et al, 2001).\footnote{Heat stress has also been shown to increase negative affect and reduce concentration, which may further diminish cognitive and/or physical performance (Anderson and Anderson, 1984). For instance, Kenrick and MacFarlane (1986) find a strong positive correlation between higher temperature and aggressive horn honking frequency and duration in Phoenix, with significantly stronger effects for subjects without air-conditioned cars.}

Not surprisingly then, core body temperature can reduce cognitive and physical function, as has been shown in a wide range of lab and field experiments discussed below.

\subsection*{2.2 A Revealed Preference for Avoiding Extreme Temperatures}

All else being equal, individuals prefer not to be exposed to extreme temperatures. Revealed preference techniques such as hedonic price estimation have long confirmed the general intuition that most of us experience non-trivial direct disutility from being exposed to temperature extremes.\footnote{For instance, see Rosen (1974) or Sinha and Cropper (2015).}

The willingness to avoid acute heat stress is perhaps most directly evident in energy markets. On the intensive margin, annual expenditures on electricity for air conditioning are highly sensitive to hot days (Greenstone and Deschenes, 2013), as well as to average climates (Mansur, Mendelsohn, and Morrison, 2008). On the extensive margin, and conditional on sufficient income levels, residential air conditioning ownership is closely linked to average climate.\footnote{Even in the United States, where average air conditioning penetration is above 80\%, households in warmer areas exhibit substantially higher rates of ownership – and tend to invest in more expensive central AC – than those in cooler climates (Energy Information Administration, 2009). For instance, over 85\% of households in the US South had central AC as of 2009, compared to 44\% of households in the Northeast and 76\% in the Midwest. The fact that air conditioning penetration varies substantially across countries (Park and Heal, 2013) and across households within countries (Davis and Gertler, 2015) according to income level suggests that the marginal utility of climate control is dependent on overall income and/or that many poorer households face substantial liquidity constraints in purchasing cooling appliances, as suggested by Davis and Gertler (2015).}

The preference for avoiding heat exposure is evidenced also by data on time-use decisions of Americans. Using ATUS data, Zivin and Neidell (2014) show that individuals working in highly exposed industries such as construction or transportation report spending substantially less time (up to 18 percent fewer hours per day) working outdoors on days with maximum temperatures above 90°F, instead choosing to spend more time indoors and engaging in leisure activities, which are presumably less strenuous.

Taken together, these studies suggest that individuals experience direct disutility from heat stress, may experience increased marginal disutility of effort when temperatures are elevated, and are willing to pay non-trivial amounts to avoid this non-pecuniary impact.\footnote{An additional motivation of this study is to assess whether there are indirect pecuniary impacts of heat stress which operate through the channel of human capital accumulation.}
2.3 Heat Stress and Task Performance

Beginning with the early experiments of Mackworth (1946), wherein British naval officers were required to perform physical and mental tasks such as deciphering Morse Code under varying degrees of heat stress, a long series of lab experiments have subsequently documented an inverted U-shaped relationship between temperature and human task performance in highly controlled environments.\(^\text{11}\) Whether in the context of guiding a steering wheel, running on a treadmill, or performing arithmetic, heat stress has been shown to reduce accuracy and endurance substantially on a wide range of physical and cognitive tasks.\(^\text{12}\)

A more recent econometric literature finds a strong suggestion of causal impacts of heat stress on a variety of welfare-relevant outcomes \textit{in situ}. Leveraging quasi-experimental variation in local weather, these studies find clear impacts of hot days on mortality (Deschenes and Greenstone, 2011; Barecca et al, 2016), labor supply (Zivin and Neidell, 2014), labor productivity (Advharyu and Sudarshan, 2013; Cachone et al, 2013), violent crime (Anderson, 1987; Hsiang et al, 2013), and even local output and GDP (Dell et al, 2012; Park and Heal, 2013; Hsiang and Deryugina, 2015; Park, 2016). There is also evidence suggestive of long-lasting welfare impacts of heat stress in-utero and in early childhood, including impacts of hot days during pre- and early-natal periods on later-life earnings (Isen, Rossin-Slater, Walker, 2015).

2.4 Heat Stress and Human Capital

Despite the emerging literature on the economics of extreme heat stress, the role that temperature plays in education and human capital development remains poorly understood.\(^\text{13}\) This study seeks to expand on a nascent literature exploring whether and how temperature affects the human capital production process, using evidence from high stakes exams in public schools.

There is some early evidence that the lab-based findings of adverse cognitive impacts from heat stress also occur in home environments. Zivin, Hsiang, Neidell (2015) use NLSY

\(^{11}\) See Seppanen, Fisk, and Lei (2006) for a meta-review of the literature on temperature and task performance.

\(^{12}\) There is also experimental evidence suggesting cold effects human cognition and task productivity as well. In general, the evidence is stronger and more consistent for adverse impacts of heat stress, especially when it comes to impacts in situ, where heating and cooling technologies may be present.

\(^{13}\) This is not for lack of anecdotal evidence, or complaint on part of students, parents, and teachers. For instance, in 2015, the New York Times published an article decrying the lack of adequate air conditioning in its public schools, suggesting that heat stress in classrooms were reducing student engagement and impeding learning. Mayor Bloomberg’s response to media critiques on this issue is suggestive of possible financial, institutional, and cultural constraints to full adaptation: “Life is full of challenges, and we don’t get everything we want. We can’t afford everything we want. I suspect that if you talk to everyone in this room, not one of them went to a school where they had air conditioning.” See New York Times, 2015: http://mobile.nytimes.com/2015/06/24/nyregion/new-yorks-public-school-students-sweat-out-the-end-of-the-semester.html.
survey data which includes cognitive language and math assessments administered to several thousand students at home, and find evidence for impacts of hot days on math performance but not verbal performance. However, systematic empirical evidence from school settings – where students spend the majority of pedagogically engaged hours and where potentially welfare-enhancing public policy interventions might take place most directly – is limited, apart from a few qualitative case studies which do not permit causal identification (e.g. Duran-Narucki, 2008) or early classroom experiments (Schoer and Shaffran, 1973).\(^\text{13}\) In contrast, there are a number of studies exploring the impact of air pollution on student outcomes which consistently find large impacts on absenteeism and exam performance (Currie et al, 2012; Lavy, Ebanstein, Roth, 2014; Roth, 2016).\(^\text{15}\)

3 A Model of Human Capital Accumulation under Temperature Stress

Motivated by the evidence linking temperature and human task performance presented above, this section provides a simple conceptual model which illustrates the mechanisms through which heat stress may affect the human capital production process.

3.1 Definitions and Setup

Define human capital, \(h_i\), as a measure of skills or knowledge accumulated through schooling. Let \(e_i\) represent composite schooling investment, and comprise all pecuniary costs of schooling, including schooling time and effort investment.\(^\text{16}\) The pecuniary returns to schooling investment are summarized in terms of labor market wage returns to human capital or skill: \(w \cdot h_i(e_i)\), where \(w\) denotes wages.

In the classical Mincerian framework and derivative models that have followed, optimal schooling investment, \(e_i^*\), depends on student characteristics such as income, ability, or opportunity costs/discount rates, which in turn determine the relative costs and benefits to incremental investments in schooling.\(^\text{17}\) Here, we are interested in understanding the conse-

---

\(^{13}\) To the best of my knowledge only one study uses an experimental or quasi-experimental research design to assess the impact of temperature on student performance in the classroom. Schoer and Shaffran (1973) assess the performance of students in a pair of classrooms set up as a temporary laboratory, with one classroom cooled and one not, and found higher performance in cooled environments relative to hot ones.

\(^{15}\) Two existing studies assess the impact of weather variation on student performance. Goodman (2014) shows that snowfall can result in disruptions to learning by increasing absenteeism selectively across different student groups. Peet (2015) uses temperature, precipitation, and wind variation as instruments for pollution exposure in a sample of Indonesian cities and finds evidence of persistent impacts on student performance and labor market outcomes, though it is unclear to what extent temperature exerts a direct impact, and through what channels.

\(^{16}\) \(e_i\) may also include direct costs of schooling such as the cost of books and tuition.

\(^{17}\) For instance, lower ability individuals may suffer greater disutility from being in school for an incremental year (more negative \(U_e\)), or may experience lower pecuniary returns from an incremental unit of effort (low
quences of heat exposure while a student is in school, allowing for optimizing responses. In
this simple setup, students determine how much time and effort to invest in schooling based
on a utility function that is increasing in consumption and decreasing in effort.

Let $T$ represent the extent of temperature elevation above the optimal zone, and define
$a(T) = (1 - \beta T)$ as a measure of the effectiveness of any given unit of schooling effort or time,
such that $h_i = h_i(e_i, a(T)) = (1 - \beta T) \cdot e_i$. As suggested by the experimental literature
described above, let us assume that $a'(T) = -\beta < 0$: that is, cognitive effectiveness is
decreasing in the extent of heat stress (i.e. a single-peaked function of ambient temperature).

Similarly, one might expect any given exam score to be influenced by this short-run
cognitive impact of heat stress if temperature in the classroom is elevated during an exam.
Let $s_{it}(h_{it}) = (1 - \beta T) \cdot h_{it} + \epsilon_t$ denote an exam score associated with student $i$ who
has accumulated human capital of level $h$ by the time of exam $t$, where $\epsilon_t \sim N(0, \sigma_t)$ is
white noise capturing the fact that, with or without temperature-stress, most realized exam
scores provide an imperfect signal of underlying knowledge, and may be influenced by other
idiosyncratic factors.

The student’s utility function can be represented as:

$$U_i = U_i(C_i, e_i, T) = U_i(w(1 - \beta T) \cdot e_i, e_i, T) \tag{1}$$

where

$$U_c > 0; \quad U_e < 0; \quad \text{and} \quad U_T < 0. \tag{2}$$

$T$ is an exogenously determined parameter depending on the local climate and its manifesta-
tion as weather on any given school day or year. The student optimally chooses $e_i$ subject to
the consumption budget constraint: $C_i = w(1 - \beta T) \cdot e_i$ and a given climate or temperature.

### 3.2 Adaptive Responses to Heat Exposure

In response to heat stress – especially prolonged or persistent heat stress – individuals can
engage in a wide range of adaptive responses. Individuals may in principle reschedule stren-
uous activities during cooler times of day, as many in sub-tropical climates routinely do as

---

18. For instance, temperatures of 90 degrees F and 80 degrees F will correspond to $T(90) > T(80) > 0$, whereas
72 degrees F, often considered to be the optimal room temperature, corresponds to $T(72) = 0$.

19. Apart from $a'(T) < 0$, we can remain agnostic as to the specific functional form of $a(T)$, though it is
likely the case that $a''(T) < 0$, given the fact that at some point heat stress becomes deadly. Note that it
is possible for the realized effectiveness of schooling effort to be adversely affected by temperature because
of temperature’s impact on teacher cognition or effort, as well as other relevant actors (e.g. parents, school
administrators).

20. I abstract away from the temporal distinction between short-run weather and long-run climate for sim-
plicity, and leave an explicit dynamic treatment, where agents’ knowledge (or lack of knowledge) regarding
shifts in future climate distributions may be relevant, as suggested by Kahn (2016), for future work.
a matter of cultural norm (e.g. the Spanish Siesta). When resources allow, they may install and utilize cooling technologies such as ceiling fans or air conditioning.\footnote{In developing country contexts where air conditioning is not available, due, for instance, to lack of electrification, the most relevant responses to heat stress in the classroom may be to reschedule classes, send students home early, or simply double down and bear any potentially adverse pedagogical consequences.}

In the case of students in school, however, it is unclear how much adaptive behavior is actually feasible given common constraints on student activities. A typical secondary school student cannot install an air conditioner in her classroom, even if she can afford it financially. Nor, in most cases, can her parents, however altruistic in their motives or active in their parent-teacher engagement they may be. In fact, given the complex capital budgeting procedures in most US public school districts, it is possible that teaching staff or school administrators also cannot install air conditioning equipment at will, even if they divine a clear preference or need on part of their students due to perceived effects on learning.\footnote{For instance, in the case of New York City public schools, air conditioners must meet efficiency standards and be obtained from and installed by a specific vendor chosen by the city, in addition to receiving city approval with regard to a variety of safety regulations, contractual obligations and energy considerations. In some cases, school “sustainability” policies prohibit administrators from investing in new infrastructure unless it can be demonstrated that it has a net neutral impact on carbon emissions, a bar that new air conditioning cannot clear unless electricity is obtained completely from renewable sources.}

At the same time, there may be margins of adaptation that are unique to school environments. To the extent that teachers and administrators have some discretion in grading exams or applying institutional rules regarding graduation, it is possible that teachers can buffer some of the random and transient shocks that affect short run performance but do not reduce human capital: a form of second-best response given institutional constraints.\footnote{Dee et al, (2016) document evidence for substantial grade manipulation behavior on part of teachers in NYC public schools on NY State Regents exams – the primary performance metrics used in this analysis. I explore the possibility that positive grade manipulation by NYC teachers – selectively applied for exams that were subject to excess heat exposure – may have acted as a buffer against the negative impacts of heat stress in section 7.}

Suppose students can engage in avoidance behaviors which reduce the negative impact of heat while incurring some pecuniary cost. Let us denote this investment $k_i$ and define it such that $h_i = (1 - (\beta T 1 + k_i)) \cdot e_i$, and $U_k < 0$.

For instance, suppose students are able to respond to heat stress by purchasing a cool beverage, installing a desk fan, or initiating more structural responses by lobbying teachers and administrators to open classroom windows or turn on or install air conditioners.

Suppose also that heat adversely affects cognition $a^I(T) \leq 0$, has a weakly negative direct effect on utility $U_T \leq 0$, or increases the marginal cost of additional effort $U_e T \leq 0$, all of which are suggested by the existing literature.

The student’s value function becomes:

$$V_i(e_i^*, T, k_i^*) = \max_{e_i, k_i} U_i(w(1 - \frac{\beta T}{1 + k_i}) \cdot e_i, e_i, T, k_i)$$ (3)
where $e_i^*$ and $k_i^*$ denote optimal investments in schooling effort and adaptive capital respectively.

Intuitively, students trade off pecuniary costs of schooling with pecuniary and non-pecuniary benefits, while investing in adaptive capital such that the marginal benefit in terms of increased skill creation equals the added cost, which we summarize simply by $U_k$. The magnitude of $U_k$ will depend on institutional flexibility, available technologies, and/or the responsiveness or punitiveness of parents, teachers, and school administrators.\(^{24}\)

Note that, unless adaptive technologies involve zero costs, $U_k = 0$, the existence of adaptive margins does not imply that the welfare, exam performance, or human capital impacts of heat stress in school will necessarily be eliminated or even minimized. That is, the availability of adaptive technologies in principle does not imply their full utilization in response to environmental stressors in practice.\(^{25}\)

Some students and schools may be more able to invest in adaptive responses than others, due, for instance, to different income endowments. These and other reasons discussed in the Online Appendix suggest that, similarly to the case of traditional environmental pollutants such as air quality or toxic chemicals, the adverse welfare impacts of heat stress may accrue disproportionately to the poor (Lavy, Ebanstein, and Roth, 2015; Currie et al., 2015).\(^{26}\)

### 3.3 Empirical Predictions

The main empirical predictions of the model are as follows:

1. We expect acute heat stress to reduce exam performance, \(\Delta s_{it} / \Delta T_{it} < 0\), if any of A) direct flow utility, B) marginal cost of effort, or C) cognitive performance are adversely affected by temperature, even if effective adaptive technologies and techniques are available, so long as the cost of these technologies is non-zero.

2. Heat stress in school may reduce educational attainment in the long run, \(\Delta h_{i0} / \sum_{t=1}^{\infty} \Delta T_{it} < 0\), through a variety of channels including (possibly) reduced effort on part of students in

---

\(^{24}\)This cost may come in the form of financial costs if students are able to invest in their own cooling equipment at school, on the way to and from school (e.g. taking a taxi as opposed to walking), or at home during homework hours. It may alternatively come in the form of political capital or time/effort costs incurred in appealing to parents, teachers, or school administrators to lower the thermostat if air conditioning equipment is present or install air conditioning if equipment is not present. Even if students and teachers are able to reschedule classes or exams to dates and times that are not as hot, there may still be some cost associated with coordinating the makeup session or engaging in pedagogy out of original sequence.

\(^{25}\)The intuition appeals to the same insight that arises from most models of pollution control where, so long as the cost of abatement is non-zero, the socially optimal level of pollution is not zero (i.e. optimal mitigation is not infinite).

\(^{26}\)In the language of the model presented above: to the extent that the relative magnitudes of $U_k$ and $U_c$ depend on income endowments, we would expect students from disadvantaged backgrounds to invest in less “optimal” $k$. 

---
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response to heat stress or institutional rigidities that permit random score shocks to affect subsequent investment in schooling time or effort.

3. We expect agents – students, teachers, and parents – to adapt along the most cost-effective of available margins, mitigating the realized effect of heat stress on educational performance and attainment, but that unless adaptation technology is completely costless, the extent of adaptation will be incomplete.

4 Institutional Context, Data, and Summary Statistics

4.1 New York City Public Schools

The New York City public school system is the largest in the United States, with over 1 million students across the five boroughs. While the median student is relatively low-performing (with high school achievement that does not meet “college proficiency” standards) and low-income, a substantial minority come from wealthy backgrounds and attend high-achieving magnet schools including Stuyvesant Academy and Bronx Science, which consistently rank among the nation’s best.

The average 4-year graduation rate, at 68%, is below the national average of 81% but comparable to other large urban public school districts (e.g. Chicago, at 67%). Once again, system-wide averages mask remarkable discrepancies in achievement across neighborhoods. Schools in the predominantly Black or Hispanic neighborhoods of Brooklyn and the Bronx have four-year graduation rates as low as 35% per year.

4.2 New York State Regents Exams

Each June, NYC public school students take a series of standardized high stakes exams called “Regents exams” over the course of approximately 10 days. Administered by the New York State Education Department (NYSED), they comprise standardized subject assessments which are used to determine high school diploma eligibility as well as college admissions.

Regents exams are high stakes exams for the average NYC student. Students are required to meet minimal proficiency status – usually a scale score of 65 out of 100 – on Regents examinations in five “core” subject areas to graduate from high school: English, Mathematics, Science, U.S. History & Government, and Global History & Geography. Many local schools in the predominantly Black or Hispanic neighborhoods of Brooklyn and the Bronx have four-year graduation rates as low as 35% per year.

27 Approximately 19% of NYC students attend private schools – in particular, residents of the Upper East Side of Manhattan (70-80%) – and are thus not included in our sample.

28 These five core areas consist of 11 different subjects: Math (Integrated Algebra, Geometry, and/or Trigonometry), English, Science (Physics, Earth Science, Living Environment, or Chemistry), US History & Government, and Global History & Geography. In the analyses that follow “subject” will refer to this 11 category classification, as these subjects are taken on different dates within any given exam administration. The passing threshold is the same across all core subjects. Students with disabilities take separate RCT exams,
universities and colleges including City University of New York (CUNY) use strict Regents score cutoffs in admissions decisions as well.

The vast majority of students take their Regents exams during a pre-determined two-week window in mid-to-late June each year. The test dates, times, and locations for each of these Regents exams are determined over a year in advance by the NY State education authority (NYSED), and synchronized across schools in the NYC public school system to prevent cheating. Each exam is approximately 3 hours long, with a morning session that begins at 9:15am and an afternoon session at 1:15pm. Throughout the study period, students typically took Regents exams at the school in which they were enrolled unless they required special accommodations which were not available at their home school. Students who fail their exams (or are deemed unready by their teachers to progress to the next grade) are required to attend summer school, which occurs in July and August.

During the study period, all Regents exams were written by the same state-administered entity and scored on a 0-100 scale, with scaling conducted according to subject-specific rubrics provided by the NYSED each year in advance of the exams. All scores are therefore comparable across schools and students within years, and the scaling designed in such a way that is not intended to generate a curve based on realized scores, which would complicate identification.

Though centrally administered, Regents exams were locally graded by teachers in the students’ home schools, at least until grading reforms were implemented in 2011. As has been documented by Dee et al (2016), a substantial portion of NYC Regents exams featured bunching at passing cutoffs, clear evidence for discretionary grade manipulation by teachers. I document this manipulation as well and describe the ways in which it affects this analysis in further detail below.

and are evaluated on more lenient criteria. Prior to 2012, the passing score for a Regents Diploma was 65, but low-performing schools were able to offer 'Local Diplomas' with a less stringent passing requirement of 55 or above on the five core exams. As of 2012 (the cohort of students who were 9th graders in 2008), the Local Diploma option was no longer available, and the passing threshold became 65 or above for all students except those with known disabilities.

For any given student, exam takes are spread out across multiple day and years though, in effect, most exams are taken junior and senior year. Apart from the fact that most students take English their junior year, and Living Environment and Global History prior to other “advanced” sciences and US History respectively, there are to my knowledge no clear regularities in the timing of various subject exams throughout students’ high school careers. Some advanced students may take Regents subject exams during middle school.

The exact dates and ordering of subjects within testing period vary from year to year, allowing for additional identification of possible temperature impacts using the interaction between daily temperature and afternoon/morning status, as reported below.

To the extent that some students took their exams at different locations than their home school, we would expect additional measurement error in the spatial dimension of the temperature variable, though not in the temporal dimension, since exam dates are uniform across the city (and state).

In principle, they are comparable across years as well, as psychometricians in the NYSED conduct difficulty assessments of each year’s subject exams and engage in “equating” procedures prior to their release (Tan and Michel, 2011). The primary identification of short-run impacts include year fixed effects, and thus do not rely on this cross-year comparability.
In summary, using scores from NY State Regents exams to explore the impact of heat on human capital production offers several distinct advantages. First, they are high stakes exams used to determine diploma eligibility and possibly affecting college enrollment which means, among other things, that they may provide information about compensating behavior that is not available in low-stakes laboratory studies. Second, they are offered at a time of year when temperatures are likely to be hot but not uniformly so due to the considerable variability in day-to-day temperatures in June. Because they occur at the end of the school year, they are also more likely than periodic assessments to reflect cumulative impacts of heat stress that may have accrued over the course of the school year. Third, they are taken by a diverse mix of students, as opposed to by high- (or low-) performing subgroups alone, more likely permitting out-of-sample validity. Finally, Regents exams were centrally administered and compulsory for all public school students during the study period, meaning there is relatively little possibility of anticipatory alteration of exam timing based on weather forecasts, or for bias due to selection into taking the exam.

4.3 Student Outcome Data

I obtain student-level information from the New York City Department of Education (NYC DOE). The data includes the universe of all public school students who took one or more Regents exams over the period 1999 to 2014. Each year includes approximately 75,000 students, 1.2 million in total over the period 1999-2014.

I also use data from standardized math and English language and arts (ELA) exams administered in 3rd through 8th grade from NYC DOE to provide a measure of previous ability as a supplementary control for student fixed effects. Specifically, I calculate the average combined z-score of each student for whom previous standardized ELA and math exam records are available.³³

While the data set is incredibly rich, exam dates are not provided in the student-level data. As such, I obtain exam dates and times for each of the 120 main Regents exam sessions that were administered between June 1998 and June 2014 from publicly available exam schedules. These archived schedules provide the date and time of each NY Regents exam taken by NYC public school students over the past two decades (sample provided in the online appendix). Due to inconsistencies in the way exam subjects and terms are coded in the student-level data during later years, however, I drop exam records for years 2012 through 2014, and use only the records of exams taken in the years 1999 to 2011.³⁴

---

³³ Combined z-scores are constructed by computing standardized z-scores by subject and year, and computing the annual average by student.

³⁴ I retain data from these latter years when replicating the Dee et al (2016) bunching estimators and evaluating the efficacy of the NYC grading reforms of 2011-2012, since the analysis does not require accurate exam dates to conduct. The exact matching process, in addition to the rationale for limiting the sample, is described in the Online Appendix.
4.4 Weather Data

Weather data comes from NOAA, which provides daily min, max, and mean temperatures, precipitation (in millimeters) and dew point information from a national network of several thousand weather stations over the period 1950-2014. I take daily minimum and maximum temperature as well as daily average precipitation and dewpoint readings from the 5 official weather stations in the NYC area that were available for the entirety of the sample period (1998-2011), and match schools to the nearest weather station (one for each of the five boroughs: The Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens, Staten Island).

In order to best approximate ambient temperatures experienced by students during their exams, which are taken from 9:15am to 12:15pm and 1:15pm to 4:15pm for morning and afternoon sessions respectively, I generate predicted test-time outdoor temperatures by fitting a fourth-order polynomial on observed daily min and max temperature data for all June days over the sample period to impute AM and PM temperatures by station. To account for possible spatial heterogeneity in experienced temperatures due to urban heat island effects, I assign spatial correction factors generated by satellite re-analysis data, which provides 30m by 30m resolution temperature readings for a representative summer day in the New York City (Rosenzweig et al, 2006). These variables are matched geographically using street addresses for 890 school buildings in my sample. The results are robust to using the raw (uncorrected) station readings as well as the spatially and temporally corrected temperature data.\textsuperscript{35}

4.5 School Air Conditioning Information

Information on building-level air conditioning equipment comes from the New York City School Construction Authority (SCA), which administers detailed, building-level surveys for NYC public schools. Following a 1989 legislative mandate in which the New York State Education Department set specific inspection and reporting requirements for school buildings, largely in response to reports of bureaucratic bloat and corruption in the contract bidding and procurement process for school infrastructure projects, the SCA was charged with the task of conducting a series of Building Condition Assessment Surveys (BCAS) for every school building. These surveys were carried out by a team of engineers — employed by independent contractors — who recorded detailed information about each building’s mechanical and electrical systems according a pre-specified rubric. I obtain BCAS reports in pdf format for 94% of the schools in my sample, and record information on AC installation status and type as of 2012.

\textsuperscript{35}Additional details regarding spatial and temporal corrections to the weather data are provided in the Online Appendix.
4.6 Summary Statistics

The final working dataset consists of 4,509,102 exam records for 999,582 students from 947 different middle and high schools. The sample comprises data from 91 different exam sessions pertaining to the core Regents subjects (11 in total) over the 13 year period spanning the 1998-1999 to 2010-2011 school years.

The student body is 40% Latino, 31% African American, and 14% Asian, and 78% of students qualified for federally subsidized school lunch as of 2014. Fewer than 0.2% of students are marked as having been absent on the day of the exam, corroborating the high-stakes, compulsory nature of these exams.

Tables 1 and 2 present summary statistics for the key outcome variables that form the basis of this analysis. The average student scores just around the passing cutoff, with a median score of 65 and a standard deviation of 17.9, though there is considerable heterogeneity by borough as well as student type. African American and Hispanic students tend to perform substantially worse than Whites and Asians, with average scores of 61.2 and 61.5 and 72.9 and 74.7 respectively, or between 0.65 and 0.75 standard deviations worse on average. Girls tend to perform slightly better than boys, as do students who are not eligible for federally subsidized school lunches (higher SES).

The average student takes 7 June Regents exams over the course of her high school career, and is observed in the data for between 2 and 3 years, though many under-achieving students are observed for more than 5 years, as they continue to retake exams upon failing. NYC students tend to score consistently higher on some subjects relative to others: for instance, the average score on Earth Science, at 62.6 over the study period, is considerably lower than that for US History, at 67.6.

Figure 1 illustrates the total short-run temperature variation in my dataset, weighted by exam observations. Outdoor temperature during exams range from a low of around 60°F to a high of 95°F. Day to day variation within the June exam period can be considerable, as suggested by Figure 2 which shows the variation in outdoor temperature by school and exam take across two test dates within the sample period. As suggested by Figure 3 which presents the incidence of days with maximum temperatures above 80°F by school year and borough, cumulative heat exposure during the school year can be substantial as well, and varies significantly from year to year. On average, NYC students experience between 19 and 39 days above 80°F per school year, with a mean value of 26.7 and a standard deviation of 5.6. Most of these days occur during the months of September, October, and June.

---

36 The within-school differences are not surprisingly smaller, with Blacks and Hispanics performing on average 4.9 and 4.4 points below Whites respectively.
37 The average number of extremely hot days with temperatures above 90°F is 2.5, with a standard deviation of 1.3.
38 Summer school students are, on average, subject to an additional 9 days above 90°F.
Despite documented warming for the US and the world as a whole over the past several decades, temperatures in the NYC area seem to have remained relatively stable over the study period (tests for stationarity and trend-stationarity do not suggest time trends in these extreme heat day variables).

Figure 4 provides a map of the schools in NYC, coded by air conditioning status. According to the available data, 62% of all NYC public school buildings were reported as having any kind of air conditioning equipment on its premises, including window units, which means that fully 38% of school buildings (comprising over 40% of NYC public schools) did not have any form of air conditioning equipment available. Of the 62% that were reported as having air conditioning, 42% (302 out of 719) were cited as having defective components, according to the third-party auditors conducting the BCAS assessments.

**Empirical Strategy and Primary Results**

The following sections present the empirical strategy and results. First, I describe the strategy for identifying causal impacts of acute heat exposure on contemporaneous student performance and present the results from this “short-run” analysis, focusing on the effect of exam-time ambient temperature on Regents exam performance. I then present an analysis of potential long-run impacts of heat stress on student attainment, using both short-run and cumulative heat stress as sources of identifying variation. Finally, I explore whether and how students and teachers adapt to heat stress in school settings, using building-level air conditioning installation data, as well as a version of the bunching estimator developed by Chetty et al (2011) and applied to Regents exams by Dee et al (2016).

5 **Short-Run Impacts: Does Heat Stress Affect Student Performance?**

5.1 **Regents Scores**

Figure 5 presents a binned scatterplot that motivates this analysis. It shows the relationship between scaled exam score (0-100) and percentile of observed exam-day temperature, controlling for average differences across subjects, average differences across years, and exam-day precipitation and humidity. The plot strongly suggests that exams taken on hot days exhibit lower scores.

While temperature is likely not endogenous to student behavior, nor is it likely that there is differential selection into various day-to-day temperature “treatments” based on unobserved student characteristics, it is in theory possible that hot temperature and unobserved determinants of student performance are correlated. This might be the case if low- (high-)
performing schools tend to be located in areas that are more likely to experience greater (less) heat stress on any given exam day. Similarly, if certain exams tend to be scheduled more often toward the end of the exam period (Thursday as opposed to Monday), and student type and subject are correlated, we may be concerned about bias arising from this correlation.

To further isolate the causal impact of temperature on student performance, I exploit quasi-random variation in day-to-day temperature across days within student-month-year cells, focusing on the main testing period in June. Specifically, I estimate a baseline model that includes student, year, and subject fixed effects, as well as controls for time of day, day of week, and day of month:

\[ Y_{ijsty} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 T_{jsty} + \beta_2 X_{jsty} + Time_{sty} + DOW_{sty} + DOM_{sty} + \gamma_i + \eta_s + \theta_y + \epsilon_{ijsty} \] (4)

where \( Y_{ijsty} \) denotes exam score (0-100) for student i, taking subject exam s in school j on date t in year y. \( T_{jsty} \) is the temperature experienced by school j during the exam (subject s on date t, year y). \( X_{jsty} \) is a school-by-date–specific vector of weather controls, which include precipitation and dewpoint. \( Time_{sty} \) represents fixed effects for time of day (Time=1 denotes afternoon exam), and \( DOW_{sty} \), and \( DOM_{sty} \) represent linear trends in day of week and day of month respectively. The terms \( \gamma_i \), \( \eta_s \) and \( \theta_y \) denote student, subject, and year fixed effects respectively. Student fixed effects ensure that we are comparing the performance of the same student across different exam sittings, some of which may be taken on hot days, others not, leveraging the fact that the average student takes 7 June Regents exams over the course of their high school career. Subject fixed effects control for persistent differences in average scores across subjects. Year fixed effects control for possible spurious correlation between secular performance improvements and global warming.

To the extent that temperature variation within student-month-year cells are uncorrelated with unobserved factors influencing test performance, one would expect the coefficient \( \beta_1 \) to provide a lower bound estimate of the causal impact of temperature on exam performance (\( \beta_T \) from the model presented in section 3), subject to the attenuation bias due to measurement error in weather variables discussed above.

Table 3 presents the results from running variations of equation (11) with and without fixed effects and controls for time of day, day of week, and day of month. As suggested by the first row of columns (1)-(3), exam-time heat stress seems to exert a significant causal impact on student performance. The estimates are robust to allowing for arbitrary autocorrelation of error terms within boroughs and test dates, with standard errors clustered at the borough-by-date-and-time level, which is the level of exogenous temperature shock recorded in the
Taking an exam amid heat stress reduces Regents scale scores by approximately 0.145 points (se=0.035) per degree F, which amounts to a 0.22% decline relative to a sample mean value of 64.8 points. This translates into approximately -0.94 points (-1.45% decline) per standard deviation of test-day temperature, or -2.95 points (-4.55% decline) if a student takes an exam on a 90°F day as opposed to a more optimal 72°F day. The effect of a 90°F day is thus comparable in magnitude to roughly 1/4 of the Black-White score gap (3/4 of the within-school Black-White score gap). It is comparable to though slightly smaller than the effect sizes found in laboratory studies that explore cognitive performance impacts, which, according to a recent meta-review (Seppanen, Fisk, and Lei, 2006) clustered around -0.6% per degree F, perhaps because the stakes are higher and students are thus more willing to absorb the disutility cost of additional effort under heat stress compared to subjects enrolled in laboratory experiments, or simply due to attenuation bias from measurement error.

These effect sizes are comparable also to those found by Zivin, Hsiang, Neidell (2015) on NLSY home math assessments, and the effects on Israeli high school exit exams of a standard deviation increase in pm2.5 and CO pollution found by Lavy, Ebanstein, and Roth (2015). These results provide strong evidence that heat stress affects student performance, either by reducing raw cognitive ability, and/or by increasing the disutility of effort, which in turn affects students’ desire or ability to maintain focus or concentration during a three-hour exam.

It is worth noting that precipitation seems to have a small but consistently positive impact on performance. This may be due to the strong correlation between precipitation and air quality, as rain can act to cleanse the air of particulate matter and other pollutants, which have been shown to affect cognitive function and student performance in similar contexts (Lavy, Ebanstein, and Roth, 2015; Currie et al, 2012).

The results are robust to a model that replaces student fixed effects with school-by-year fixed effects, and controls for student ability by using average combined z-scores from previous standardized ELA and Math exams (3rd through 8th grade), in addition to a full suite of observable demographic controls including ethnicity, gender, and federally subsidized school lunch eligibility. In this case, students who move schools are assigned the modal school ID – that is, the school in which they spend the most years. These robustness checks are presented in the Online Appendix. If anything, the point estimates using this specification

---

39 In ongoing work, I assess the potential impact of particulate matter and ozone on student performance, controlling for temperature.
40 Figure 6 motivates the use of previous ELA/math z-scores as an alternative measure of student ability (in lieu of a student fixed effect), plotting average Regents performance on previous combined ELA and math z-score by student and suggesting a tight correlation.
41 If students attend more than one school for an equal amount of time, I assign the last school in which she was enrolled and took a Regents exam.
are slightly more negative on average.

5.2 Pass Rates and College Proficiency

What, if any, are the educational consequences for students of the heat-related performance impacts described above? If heat stress during Regents exams pushes some students below important (cardinal) score thresholds that affect access to further educational opportunities, one might expect even small “doses” of heat exposure to potentially lead to lasting consequences for educational attainment.

As mentioned previously, students must score a 65 or above on any given Regents subject exam to pass the subject and thus have it count toward receiving a HS diploma. They are also assigned “college ready” or “proficient” status on each of the subjects in which they receive a grade of 75 or higher and “mastery” status for scores of 85 or higher. Beyond any personal motivational or within-school signalling value, these designations carry real weight externally in the sense that many local colleges and universities such as City University of New York (CUNY) use strict score cutoffs in their admissions decisions.

Since a large mass of students in NYC are located near the pass/fail threshold (the median NYC public school student expects to receive an average score of 64.8 across all of her subjects), we might expect aggregate pass rates to be non-trivially sensitive to heat stress. At the same time, given the grade manipulation documented previously, which is most prevalent for scores just below the passing (65 point) cutoff, we would expect realized pass rates to be less sensitive to heat stress than an extrapolation of the $\beta_T$ coefficient from section 5.1 might imply.

To estimate the impact of contemporaneous heat stress on the likelihood that a student scores at or above the passing and proficiency thresholds, I run variations of the following models:

$$p_{ijsty} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 T_{jsty} + \beta_2 X_{jsty} + Time_{sty} + DOW_{sty} + DOM_{sty} + \gamma_i + \eta_s + \theta_y + \epsilon_{ijsty}$$

42 Until 2005, low-performing students were allowed the option of applying to receive a "local diploma" which required scores of 55 and above for exams to count toward the diploma. In the following regressions, I use the more stringent and universally accepted standard of "Regents Diploma" as the definition of passing score, as do Dee et al (2016). Results of running the regression analyses below using the "Local Diploma" cutoff feature similar (slightly more negative) point estimates.

43 The scale score needed to be considered "college ready" differs by subject. According to CUNY admissions, a student can demonstrate the necessary skill levels in reading and writing by meeting any of the following criteria: SAT Critical Reading score of 480 or higher; ACT English score of 20 or higher; N.Y. State English Regents score of 75 or higher. Similarly, one can satisfy the mathematics skill requirement if you meet any of these criteria: SAT Math score of 500 or higher; ACT Math score of 21 or higher; N.Y. State Regents score of 70 or higher in Algebra I (Common Core) and successful completion of the Algebra 2/Trigonometry or higher-level course; score of 80 or higher in either Integrated Algebra, Geometry or Algebra 2/Trigonometry AND successful completion of the Algebra 2/Trigonometry or higher-level course; score of 75 or higher in Math A or Math B, Sequential II or Sequential III.
\[ c_{ijsty} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 T_{jsty} + \beta_2 X_{jsty} + Time_{sty} + DOW_{sty} + DOM_{sty} + \gamma_i + \eta_s + \theta_y + \epsilon_{ijsty} \quad (6) \]

where \(p_{ijsty}\) is a dummy variable indicating whether student \(i\) passed – that is, scored a 65 or above on – subject \(s\) on date \(t\), year \(y\), and \(c_{ijsty}\) is a dummy variable indicating college proficiency status: i.e., a dummy for scores at or above 75 points.

Tables 4 and 5 report the results from running variations of equations 5 and 6 that include subject, year, student, time of day fixed effects. The results suggest that acute heat exposure can have significant short term impacts on student performance, with potentially lasting consequences. Exam-time heat stress reduces the likelihood of passing by 0.31 (se=0.12) percentage points per \(\circ\text{F}\), or -0.54% per \(\circ\text{F}\) from a mean likelihood of 0.57 (column 1). Impacts on the likelihood of achieving proficiency status are slightly larger in aggregate, with a magnitude of 0.31 (se=0.10) per \(\circ\text{F}\), or -0.96% per \(\circ\text{F}\) hotter exam-time temperatures (relative to a mean likelihood of 0.32).

Unless higher-ability students are more sensitive to heat stress, this discrepancy seems likely to be driven in part by the well-documented grade manipulation around the passing threshold. Taken together, these estimates suggest that experiencing hot ambient temperatures during a Regents exam can have non-trivial consequences for student performance, with a 90\(\circ\) day leading to approximately 9.7% lower chance of passing a given exam, and a 17.4% lower probability of achieving proficiency status for the average NYC student.

5.3 Estimating the Number of Students Meaningfully Affected

Using these point estimates, and the observed score distributions, it is possible to estimate a lower bound on the number of students who were pushed below the passing threshold due to heat stress. Suppose heat stress affects all students equally – that is, the impact of heat stress is uniform across the potential score distribution. Assume also, for the time being, that there is no grade manipulation by teachers. Then one would in principle be able to calculate the number of students who fall below the pass threshold due to heat stress by integrating the fraction of students who would have scored between 65 and 65+\(\Delta T\cdot \beta_T\) in the hypothetical “without heat stress” distribution. If the impact of heat is a spread-preserving shift of the entire score distribution of -\(\Delta T\cdot \beta_T\), then one can estimate the number of students who are pushed below the pass threshold due to temperature by integrating the students who score between 65-\(\Delta T\cdot \beta_T\) and 65 in the observed distribution. To the extent that grade manipulation pushes some students who would have scored between 65-\(\Delta T\cdot \beta_T\) and 65 above the passing threshold, performing this calculation using the observed “manipulation-inclusive” distribution will provide a lower bound. By this method, I calculate that, between
1998 and 2011, at least 510,000 additional exams received a failing grade as opposed to a passing grade due to heat exposure, which implies that at least 90,000 students were affected in this way.\footnote{To arrive at this figure, I integrate the number of students in the “exposed to heat” portion of the test score distribution multiplied by the likelihood that the amount of heat experienced (distance from the optimal temperature, which I take, conservatively, to be 72°F) results in a score that is below passing. I take the average deviation from 72°F experienced by the average student across all takes and students in the study period as the measure of $\Delta T$.} These estimates, though crude, are suggestive of the potential magnitude of heat-related disruptions to educational attainment.

Considering that NYC and many other public school systems administer high stakes exams with numerical (cardinal) score cutoffs, and that, once students fail a particular exam, they must enroll in summer school and wait until the ensuing August to retake it, it is possible that even short-run heat exposure during a few exam days can have lasting consequences for final schooling attainment, a possibility explored in section 6.

5.4 Heterogeneity by Demographic Subgroup

Table 6 presents the results from running equation 4 by demographic sub-group (and with the full suite of interaction terms between demographic identifiers and temperature): namely, ethnicity, gender, and eligibility for federally subsidized school lunch. The estimates do not suggest significant heterogeneity by race or gender. Running the analysis using pass and proficiency dummies as the dependent variable provide some limited evidence that black students suffer larger aggregate consequences of heat-related performance impacts, given the higher likelihood that they score at or near pass/fail cutoffs, but the results are not statistically significant. This is at odds with Lavy, Ebanstein, and Roth (2015), who find significantly more negative impacts of particulate matter on test performance for low SES students in Israel.

6 Long-Run Impacts: Does Heat Stress Affect Human Capital Attainment?

The previous analyses suggest that short-run heat stress exerts a causal and statistically significant impact on student performance in high stakes, real-world school settings.

This begs the question of whether short periods of heat exposure can lead to lasting impacts on human capital attainment and their attendant effects on later-life labor market and other outcomes (e.g. Chetty et al, 2011), or whether they represent transient shocks to scores – added noise in the signal extraction process of schooling (Lavy, Ebanstein, and Roth, 2015). To the extent that the actual learning that these exams are intended to assess occurs during the days and months prior to the exam itself, we may want to know whether
cumulative heat exposure during class time reduces the amount and rate of human capital accumulation.

I explore these potential long-run impacts of heat exposure on human capital attainment using two approaches:

First, building on the model intuition from section 3 – that heat may reduce the effective amount of pedagogical engagement during class time – and leveraging year to year and cross-sectional variation cumulative heat exposure within NYC public schools, I assess whether cumulative heat exposure over the course of a school year effects end of year exam performance.

Second, noting the common institutional and resource constraints faced by most students in public education system, I assess whether acute heat stress during high stakes exams affects the likelihood that a student graduates from high school. That is, whether short-run heat stress can have “knock-on effects” on educational attainment, where “knock-on effects” are defined as impacts on realized schooling attainment that arise from temporary shocks to cognition which presumably do not reduce the level of human capital directly.\footnote{As I describe in greater detail below, in an idealized, frictionless world, a score shock should be reversible with enough retakes, and so one should not observe such “knock-on impacts” of random acute heat exposure. The presence of “knock-on impacts”, if credibly identified, may reflect a combination of institutional rigidities or dynamic complementarities in learning.}

6.1 Cumulative Learning Impacts of Hot Days during the School Year

In addition to the effects documented above, the model in section 3.2 predicts that cumulative heat exposure during schooling may affect human capital production as well, in part by reducing the effectiveness of any given hour or day of educational engagement.

Figure 8 presents a binned scatterplot of Regents score on the number of days above 80°F, controlling for exam-day temperature and precipitation, as well as school-, subject-, and time of day fixed effects, as well as linear terms in day of week and day of month. The figure suggests that hot days are likely reducing learning attainment, controlling for the impact of short-run heat exposure on contemporaneous cognitive performance.

Because Regents exams are subject-specific and are usually administered at the end of the school year during which that subject was taken, they provide a suitable opportunity for uncovering potential cumulative learning impacts of heat exposure during the school year. On the other hand, because they are usually only taken once per year and observed over the course of 13 years in my data set, and because cross-sectional variation in heat exposure within New York City is relatively limited, the analysis is likely to exhibit limited precision compared to the estimates of short-run exam-day effects.

To identify the impact of cumulative heat exposure on learning, I collapse the data to the school by subject and month/year level. This is for a couple of reasons. Because I do not
observe student-specific measures of cumulative heat exposure over the preceding school year, keeping student-level exam observations will likely introduce additional measurement error, since cumulative heat exposure during preceding school years is measured at the school level and some students may have been present for more days than others or live in neighborhoods that are more prone to heat stress than others. I retain subject-level variation in order to estimate the impact of cumulative heat stress while controlling for the short-run impacts of contemporaneous heat stress documented above. Recall that the main source of identifying variation for short-run impacts is day-to-day (and AM vs PM) variation in exam-time temperature within student-year cells, which is best approximated in this case by variation across subjects within school-year cells.

I thus estimate variations of the following model:

\[
y_{jsty} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 T_{jsty} + \beta_2 X_{jsty} + \sum_d \beta_d^d D\text{D}_d^j + \chi_j + \eta_s + Z_{jsty} \\
+ Time_{sty} + DOW_{sty} + DOM_{sty} + \beta_3 Year_y + \beta_4 Year_y^2 + \beta_5 Year_y^3 + \epsilon_{jsty}
\]  

(7)

where \(y_{jsty}\) denotes the average Regents score (0-100) for students in school \(j\) taking subject \(s\) on date and time \(t\), during year \(y\); \(T_{jsty}\) denotes exam-time outdoor temperature at school \(j\) for subject \(s\) on date and time \(t\), during year \(y\); \(\gamma_j\) denotes school fixed effects; \(\eta_s\) denotes subject fixed effects; and \(Z_{jsty}\) represents a vector of demographic controls averaged at the school by take (subject-month-year) level. \(Time_{sty}\) represents a dummy for time of day (Time=1 denotes afternoon exam), and \(DOW_{sty}\) and \(DOM_{sty}\) are trends in day of week and day of month respectively. \(Year_y...Year_y^3\) denotes a cubic time trend in scores. School fixed effects account for possible spurious correlation between average school-level performance and local climate. Subject fixed effects control for average differences in performance across subjects. Time trends are included in lieu of year fixed effects to account for possible secular changes in performance over time that may be spuriously correlated with shifts in climate over the study period. Demographic controls at the school-take level capture possible correlation between demographic composition of the students taking particular subjects and temperature, due to potential correlation between the timing of certain subjects and temperature that are not accounted for by time of day, day of week, and day of month controls.

The variable “\(D\text{D}_j^y\)” denotes a vector of day counts in a series of degree-day bins during the preceding school-year \((y)\), beginning with the first day of the fall semester up to the first day of the testing period the following June.\(^{46}\) I use a number of bin classifications for hot days, motivated by the existing literature (e.g. Barecca et al 2016; Hsiang and Deryugina, School years are defined such that the test year corresponds to the year in which the spring semester of the academic year occurs. For instance, \(y=2000\) corresponds to the 1999-2000 school year; \(y=2001\) to the 2000-2001 school year, etc.

\(^{46}\)
as well as the analyses presented in the previous section, which find negative impacts of heat stress beginning around 70°F. The preferred analysis flexibly divides temperature days into 10 degree bins, beginning with 10°F to 20°F up to 100°F and above, omitting the “optimal” bin, which the data suggests to be 60°-70°F. The coefficients of interest correspond to the “hot” degree day bins, around or above 80°F, and represent the correlation between the number of hot days in a school year and end-of-year exam scores. \( X_{jty} \) denotes a vector of contemporaneous and cumulative weather controls, including precipitation and dewpoint on exam day as well as during the preceding school year, and annual snowfall, the latter of which is taken from weather station readings in Central Park and assigned uniformly across all schools in the city.

I run variations of equation 7 that use different weather controls to allow for a flexible characterization of the “reference category” against which we can interpret the impact of hot days. Table 9 presents the results from these analyses, with columns (1), (2), (3), and (4) corresponding to specifications that control for (1) hot (70-80°F and above) days only, (2) hot and cold (30-40°F and below) days only, (3) hot days only and average daily maximum temperature over the school year, and (4) all degree day bins from 0°F to 100°F omitting the 60-70°F bin respectively.

As shown in Table 9, the results are highly suggestive of cumulative learning impacts due to heat exposure during the school year. First, note that the short-run impacts persist in all specifications, with relatively stable point estimates of similar magnitude from the results presented in section 5. Focusing on column (3), which controls for average daily max temperatures during the school year as well as controlling for the contemporaneous effect of exam-time temperature, we can see that days between 70 and 80°F and 80°F and 90°F have a negative impact of -0.10 (se=0.058) and -0.23 points (se=0.09) points respectively, which represent -0.16% and -0.37% reductions relative to a sample mean of 62.3 points. Estimates for days above 90°F are much noisier given the relatively limited number of such days during term. Results in columns (1), (2) and (4) suggest a similar pattern of hot days during the preceding school year reducing exam performance.

These estimates suggest that a one standard deviation (3.91 days) increase in the number of days with maximum temperatures above 80°F can reduce learning by approximately 1.4%, or 0.071 standard deviations, as measured by end-of-year exam performance. These impacts are on par with the learning impacts of a 0.7 standard deviation reduction in average teacher value-added (Chetty et al, 2011), or 3/4 of the impact of reducing class size from 31 to 25 (Angrist and Lavy, 1999). To the extent that the independent variables – notably cumulative

\(^{47}\)Cold days appear to have a negative impact on end-of-year performance as well, particularly in the case of days with maximum temperatures between 30 and 40 °F. This seems consistent with previous work by Goodman (2015) who finds that the number of snow days and the amount of local snowfall adversely predict end-of-year performance in Massachusetts public schools.
temperature exposure in the classroom – are measured with error, these estimates are likely attenuated downward.

In sum, I take these results as preliminary evidence of long-run human capital impacts of heat exposure. Though data limitations do not permit the analysis of the impacts on later-life outcomes such as wages or health directly, these results should be interpreted in light of studies such as Chetty et al (2011) which examine the same population of NYC students and find significant impacts of improved learning on later-life outcomes.

6.2 Knock-on Impacts of Acute Heat Stress on Graduation Status

Heat exposure during an exam, while reducing cognitive ability or concentration temporarily, presumably does not reduce the stock of knowledge or human capital per se, at least not immediately through the physiological impact of heat stress itself. In the language of the model in section 3, heat stress during any given exam sitting may adversely affect a student’s test score, \( \Delta s_{it} \), but the lower score in this case is not reflective of a reduction in true underlying human capital at that point in time \( h_{it} \), much less reflect permanently reduced human capital: \( \Delta s_{it} \neq \Delta h_{it} \).

In an idealized, friction-less world with fully flexible institutions, unlucky students who experience a hot exam sitting would retake the subject exam until she believes her “true ability” has been reflected in the exam score: \( s_{it} = h_{it} \). In this world, random heat exposure during exams should not affect the final amount of schooling achievement or human capital attainment.

However, in the presence of institutional rigidities that a) limit the effective number of retakes possible, b) impose non-trivial time and effort costs to retaking an exam by, for instance, requiring students to attend remedial courses, or c) reduce the pecuniary return to education once a subject has been failed the first time – for instance, employers may treat a student who graduated from high school in five years differently from one who graduated “on-time” for a variety of reasons – it is possible that even short-run heat exposure can have knock-on effects on educational attainment. Similarly, exam scores may serve as important signals within the education system – to the student herself, to her peers, or to her parents and teachers – leading to dynamic complementarities in human capital investment (Cunha and Heckman, 2007; Diamond and Persson, 2016).

So far, studies have found evidence for knock-on effects of temporary score shocks in the context of teacher manipulation (Dee et al, 2016; Diamond and Persson, 2016) and

\[48\] In theory, it is possible that acute periods of stress can lead to the rewiring of neurons in such a way that alters one’s memory semi-permanently, which could mean that acute heat stress during a high stakes exam could lead students to “forget” material they already knew, or become more confused or less confident about it in future applications. In practice, this seems unlikely, and I assume that the physiological impact of temporary heat stress does not reduce human capital directly.
air pollution (Lavy and Ebenstein, 2015), with as yet inconclusive evidence regarding the specific mechanisms by which these may occur. Dee et al. (2016) find substantial impacts of upward score manipulations on graduation status, especially for students who scored in the manipulable zone.\footnote{They find some evidence that females are more responsive in terms of longer-run impacts on educational attainment, as are students of higher ability as evidenced by previous standardized scores on ELA and math exams.} Using administrative records from Swedish middle schools, Diamond and Persson (2016) also find substantial knock-on effects of upward score manipulations on subsequent performance, graduation likelihood, and even later life income. Lavy, Ebenstein, and Roth (2015) find that Israeli high school students who receive lower scores on their Bagrut (high school exit) exams due to air pollution are less likely to receive Bagrut certificates (comparable to high school diplomas) and receive systematically lower wages later in life.\footnote{Lavy and Ebenstein find that a one standard deviation increase in the fraction of “heavily polluted” exam days is associated with a 2.19 and 2.70 percentage point decline in the probability of receiving a Bagrut matriculation certificate for PM2.5 and CO respectively.} All suggest that random shocks to Regents exam performance due to heat stress may also have long-run impacts on educational attainment and other welfare-relevant later-life outcomes.

### 6.2.1 Empirical Estimation of Knock-on impacts

How does one estimate the potential causal impact of acute heat stress on longer-run outcomes? In this section, I explore the possibility that short-run heat stress may affect educational attainment of NYC public school students by using information on graduation and drop-out status.

Figure 7 presents a binned scatterplot of 4-year graduation status on average exam-time temperature by student during core subject June Regents exams, controlling for the number of exams taken by student as well as student-level observables (ethnicity, gender, average previous $z$-scores, federally subsidized school lunch eligibility) and average precipitation at the school level, and motivates the analysis that follows. It suggests that students who experience greater exam-time heat stress are less likely to graduate on time.

Whereas short-run impacts of heat stress could be identified within student cells, long-run impacts on graduation status cannot, since, unlike exam scores, the outcome variable is no longer date-specific.\footnote{Graduation status is student specific, and while NYC DOE data provides 4, 5, and 6-year graduation and dropout status by student, the way in which the data is coded does not allow reliable matching by year.}

This poses additional challenges to causal identification. Computing a measure of average heat exposure across multiple exam sittings by student results in a mechanical correlation between average experienced temperature and the number of takes such that students with a higher number of exam takes are more likely to be assigned average temperature values that are closer to the climatic mean, and students with a lower number of takes are more likely to
be assigned tail-end extreme values. That is, assuming that the average June climate in New
York City can be represented by a (relatively stable) distribution of daily temperature real-
izations, the average temperature across multiple days will exhibit a form of mean-reversion
as one increases the number of draws from the underlying climate distribution (see the online
appendix for further details).

The comparison of interest is the difference in graduation likelihood between students
who, conditional on the number of draws from the climate distribution, experience different
amounts of heat stress. One way to accomplish this would be to compare within take-count
and year-count cells: that is, compare long-run outcomes for students who are observed for
the same number of years and take the same number of June Regents exams, controlling for
all of the higher-level observable factors as in section 6.

To implement this strategy, I collapse the data at the student-school level, and estimate
variations of the following model:

\[ g_{ijcn} = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 T_{ij} + \alpha_2 X_{ij} + \chi_j + \theta_c + Z_i + takes_n + \epsilon_{ijc} \]  

(8)

\( g_{ijcn} \) is a dummy for whether student i in school j and entering cohort c who takes n June
Regents exams over the course of her high school career has graduated after 4 years in high
school. \( T_{ij} \) denotes the average temperature experienced by student i while taking June
Regents exams in school j. \( X_{ij} \) is a vector of weather controls averaged at the
student-school level. \( \chi_j \) denotes school fixed effects; \( \theta_c \) denotes cohort fixed effects; \( Z_i \) is a
vector of student-level controls including race, gender, federally subsidized school lunch
eligibility, and previous ability (combined ELA and math z-scores); and \( takes_n \) denotes
number of takes fixed effects.

The parameter of interest is \( \alpha_1 \) which captures the impact of an additional degree of heat
exposure over all core June Regents exams on the likelihood of graduating on time. School
fixed effects account for potential bias arising form the fact that, if low- (high-) performing
schools tend to be located in areas of New York that are more- (less-) likely to experience heat
stress, then graduation rates and average exam-time heat exposure may be correlated due
to these cross-sectional differences. Time-trends in graduation rates allow for the possibility
that heat exposure and graduation rates are correlated due to secular trends in both variables
– that is, secular changes in graduation rates may in principle be correlated with shifts in the
climate distribution, though warming trends and average improvements in NYC schools would
suggest this effect to lead to downward rather than upward bias in the estimate of \( \alpha \). Time of
day, day of week, and day of month variables account for possible correlation between average
exam-time temperature and other unobserved dimensions of student quality that happen to
be systematically correlated with exam schedules (for instance, if more difficult subjects taken
by higher ability students tend to be scheduled during earlier parts of the testing calendar,
or during cooler morning periods).\[^{52}\]

Table 7 presents the results from running variations of equation 8 with and without school and cohort fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the school by date and time level, based on the intuition that this is the level at which quasi-random temperature variation occurs, but the results are once again robust to alternative levels of clustering. Columns (1)-(4) suggest that a 1 degree F increase in average exam-time temperatures is associated with a 0.13 (se=0.04) to 0.17 (se=0.04) percentage point decline in the likelihood of graduating on time. This corresponds to a -0.80 to -1.07 percentage point decline in the likelihood of on-time graduation from a one standard deviation in average exam-time temperature (+4.3°F), or 1.17% to 1.57% decline relative to a mean value of 68%.

### 6.2.2 Shock Persistence, Fade Out, and the Economic Consequences of Teacher Discretion

How persistent are these knock on impacts? And might the persistence of these plausibly random, temperature-driven score shocks shed light on the apparent puzzle of test score fade out, wherein successful educational interventions exhibit positive score effects that “fade out” over time but exhibit persistent long-run impacts on later-life outcomes (Cascio and Staiger, 2012; Chetty et al, 2010)?

Recent studies find evidence for highly persistent impacts from upward grade manipulation by teachers, including on later school performance, graduation status, number of credits completed, and even later-life labor market outcomes (Dee et al, 2016; Diamond and Persson, 2016). Studies that use such “exogenous” score shocks due to grade manipulation by teachers are careful to note the possibility that selective grade manipulation by teachers may not be entirely random; that is, that they may incorporate hidden information regarding student quality or underlying human capital that teachers perceive but test scores do not pick up. If, in contrast, score shocks due to heat stress are indeed truly random, it is in theory possible to examine this hypothesis by comparing the persistence and magnitude of longer-run impacts between students who receive higher (lower) scores due to selective grade manipulation by teachers with students who receive higher (lower) scores due to random fluctuations in test day temperature. If the latter effect is smaller or less persistent, this would be consistent with a world in which teacher discretion carries additional information regarding a student’s

\[^{52}\]The intuition is that variation in experienced temperature among students in the same school and cohort will be plausibly uncorrelated with residual variation in graduation status within school and cohort cells. Suppose there are two students, Jill and Karen, who entered high school in 2000. In 2001, because of differences in the sequence of subjects that Jill and Karen took, Jill takes Regents exams on Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday, and Karen takes Regents exams on Monday, Tuesday, and Friday. Suppose a similar phenomenon occurs during their sophomore, junior, and senior years, such that they take the same overall number of June exams. The variation in overall experienced temperature between Karen and Jill in 2001 will likely be exogenous to any unobserved differences in Jill and Karen’s likelihood of graduating from high school.
underlying ability, the amount of learning he/she actually achieved, or other skills that the teacher imparted that are not reflected in the score-based assessment, and that some of the documented long-run impacts of grade-manipulation and/or other educational interventions whose success is evaluated on the bases of standardized exam scores may be a function of this omitted information. 53

Table 8 presents results from running equation 8 with dummy variables for whether a student graduated in 4, 5, or 6 years, as well as whether she is ever recorded in my data set as having graduated from high school on the left-hand side. The impact of temperature on graduation status does not seem to dissipate over time, suggesting persistent effects. That is, it does not seem to be the case that students who experience “unlucky” adverse testing conditions eventually receive higher scores on retakes. One interpretation of this could be that even truly random score shocks exhibit persistent long-run impacts, perhaps due to dynamic complementarities in the human capital production function, or due to substantial costs associated with remedial courses and retaking exams. These results, though suggestive, do not capture later-life outcomes beyond high school, and should be taken if anything as motivating evidence for further research.

7 Adaptation: (How) Do Agents Respond to Heat Stress?

If heat stress affects student performance in school settings, we would expect students, parents, and teachers to respond to mitigate this impact, presumably along the most cost-effective margins.

However, adaptation to climatic stressors often takes place in a constrained context, for instance due to pre-existing built infrastructure (Hallegatte, 2009), implying almost by default that optimization in response to temperature stress will be second-best at least in the short run 54

In the case of heat stress in schools, central air conditioning as part of a well-designed combined HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) system would seem to be the first-best option, given ergonomic assessments and existing evidence on the effectiveness of air conditioning at mitigating adverse health impacts from heat stress. In NYC public schools (and possibly other resource-constrained urban districts) there may be physical, financial, or institutional constraints that make the first-best option unfeasible. For instance, the typical NYC public school building was constructed in 1932, meaning that the vast majority of schools were built before centralized air conditioning systems began to be included as the

53 In future work, I hope to examine this hypothesis in greater detail, by exploiting the two different sources of Regents score variation documented in this study and Dee et al (2016), and comparing the respective long-run impacts.

54 Some have suggested similar mechanisms to be responsible for the well-documented “energy efficiency gap” (Jaffe and Stavins, 1994; Allcott and Greenstone, 2012).
default for new construction. This would make air conditioning additionally costly in the case of retrofits on existing schools, and possibly add new sources of student distraction (e.g. noise, poor air quality) if air conditioning is added piecemeal, without an integrated revamping of the building’s ventilation system.\footnote{Institutional features such as Regents exams with pre-determined and harmonized dates and locations across the entire city and state may pose additional constraints in adapting to heat stress since, in principle, a potential solution to short-run performance impacts of heat stress would be to reschedule exams on cooler days.}

In this section, I explore the potential means and realized efficacy of two possible adaptation strategies – air conditioning and “adaptive grading” – assuming that agents are at least partially aware of the adverse impacts of heat stress. Specifically, I use building-level air conditioning (AC) installation data to assess the effectiveness of AC at mitigating the short-run impacts of heat stress on exam performance. I then build on the results of Dee et al (2016) to examine the possibility of such “adaptive grading,” whereby teachers, in the presence of institutional and physical constraints, exercise selective discretion in grade manipulation to blunt some of the adverse welfare impacts of heat stress by positively manipulating the grades of students who experience hot exam sessions and score just below the passing cutoff.

7.1 Air Conditioning

7.1.1 Air Conditioning in NYC Public Schools

What do we expect the effect of having a typical air conditioning unit to be? On the one hand, AC should mitigate some of the adverse temperature-related impacts on cognition, if it successfully maintains cooler classroom temperatures on hot days. On the other hand, some engineering studies show that adding AC units to existing structures ad hoc (e.g. window units) can add substantial scope for disruption due to added noise and reduced air quality, since they often are not accompanied by integrated changes to ventilation and heating systems (Niu, 2004), suggesting that AC may have unintended side effects on cognition and task performance. It is therefore unclear ex ante whether the net effect of air conditioning on student performance in the NYC public school context should be unambiguously positive.

In addition, the available data provide relatively crude proxies of the true variable of interest, which is effective air conditioning utilization: i.e. the amount of climate control functionally realized by students. While BCAS provides data on air conditioning installation at the school building level for the year 2012, it does not include information on which areas within a given school have working air conditioning, nor does it tell us during which years AC was present. The BCAS data also does not provide information on whether existing AC equipment was actually utilized on any particular day.

I estimate a variant of equation 4 that replaces student fixed effects with school fixed effects (to account for transfer students), separately for sub-groups of students who took exams in
schools with and without non-defective central air conditioning, as well as for sub-groups in
schools with and without any air conditioning at all. The results from these regressions are
reported in Table 10. Column (1) reproduces the main effect on the entire sample. Columns
(2), (3) and (4), (5) present results for sub-groups with and without non-defective central AC,
and with and without any AC respectively. The point estimates are smaller for sub-samples
with AC units, -0.106 (se=0.051) and -0.996 (se=0.040), relative to sub-samples without
AC: -0.111 (se=0.044) and -0.118 (se=0.050). The differences however are not statistically
significant. These results suggest that air conditioning may offer a protective effect against
the adverse impacts of heat stress in school, but that more careful analysis is needed to
ascertain the scope of possible effectiveness, as well as relative costs and benefits inclusive of
forward-looking climate change projections.

7.2 Adaptive Grading: Selective Grade Manipulation by NYC Teachers

Dee et al (2016) document systematic evidence for grade manipulation by NYC teachers on
NY State Regents exams, using a similar dataset from 2003 to 2012. They suggest most
of the manipulating behavior occurred at or around passing margin of 65 and while varied
in magnitude across schools and student types, was a near-universal “cultural” phenomenon
within the NYC schools system.

They suggest the most plausible explanation to be the goodwill of teachers who seek to
offset the impact of “a bad test day”, but do not expound upon the factors may give rise to
such bad test days. As they put it: “In sum, these estimates suggest that manipulation was
unrelated to the incentives created by school accountability systems, formal teacher incentive
pay programs, or concerns about high school graduation. Instead, it seems that the manipu-
lation of test scores may have simply been a widespread “cultural norm” among New York
high schools, in which students were often spared any sanctions involved with failing exams,
including retaking the test or being ineligible for a more advanced high school diploma (pg
27).”

Could discretionary grade manipulation have been a response to perceived performance
impacts of heat stress – a form of second-best adaptation given the institutional constraints
imposed by the existing high stakes exam regime?

Figure 9 provides a histogram of Regents scale scores in all core subjects prior to 2011. As
is clearly visible in the graph, there is substantial bunching at the passing kinks, especially
at a score of 65.

We would expect any form of grade manipulation for students who initially score just
below the passing cutoff, even “indiscriminate” grade manipulation uncorrelated with exam-
time temperature, to downward attenuate the estimates of heat-related performance impacts
uncovered above\textsuperscript{[56]} Indeed, running equation \ref{equation2} on the subset of grades that fall within the “manipulable zone as established by Dee et al (2016) based on the institutional features of NY Regents exams and described in greater detail below, I find that the point estimate for the impact of temperature is significantly reduced: $\beta_T$ equals -0.076 (se=0.016) as opposed to -0.141 (se=0.035) in the full sample.

It seems possible, however, that teachers may be able to observe or at least intuit the disruptive impacts of elevated classroom temperatures on test day (recall that Regents exams are taken in home schools). If they are benevolently motivated, as Dee et al suggest, they may be inclined to engage in more grade manipulation precisely for those exams that took place under disruptively or unusually hot conditions. One might call this selective response by teachers “adaptive grading”.

To assess the potential presence and magnitude of adaptive grading, I first estimate a version of Dee et al’s bunching estimator by school, subject, month, and year – in effect, by school, subject, and exam take, which is the level of temperature variation. Starting with the student-exam level data, I calculate the fraction of observations in each 1 point score bin from 0 to 100 by core Regents subject, 11 subjects overall. Following Dee et al, I fit a polynomial to these fractions by subject, excluding data near the proficiency cutoffs with a set of indicator variables, using the following regression:

$$F_{ks} = \sum_{i=0}^{q} \psi_{ismyj}(Score)^i + \sum_{i=-M_{cs}+M_{cs},+M_{cs}} \lambda_{ismyj} \mathbb{1}[Score = i] + \epsilon_{ksmyj} \quad (9)$$

where $F_{ks}$ denotes the fraction of observations with score k for subject s, q is the order of the polynomial, and $-M_{cs}+M_{cs}$ represent manipulable ranges below and above the passing thresholds. The subscripts s, m, y and j denote subject (e.g. ELA), month, year, and school respectively.

As Dee et al point out, in other applications of “bunching estimates”, including constructing counterfactual distributions of taxable income around a kink in marginal taxes (Chetty et al, 2010), it has not generally been possible to specify an ex ante range of the variable in which manipulation might take place. Such ex ante designations are possible, however, in the case of NYC Regents exams because of known features of the NY Regents exams, including mandatory regrading policies (up until 2011) and published raw score to scale score conversion charts. Using this information, Dee et al are able to identify the range of potentially

\textsuperscript{[56]} The only case in which grading process may affect our interpretation of causality is if teachers grade differentially according to the temperatures they experience while grading, and the temperature during the exam is correlated with temperature during grading. If hot temperatures make teachers less productive and make more errors, this will simply add noise to the score variable. If hot temperature makes teachers irritable and more punitive in grading, then we might expect the beta coefficient to be picking up some of the correlation between test day temp and grading punitive-ness, although the most striking feature of the histograms above (and Dee et al’s analysis) is that the majority of grade manipulation seems to be positive in direction, making this unlikely in practice.
manipulable scores on both the left and right sides of the proficiency cutoffs (55 and 65). Following their strategy, I define a score as manipulable to the left of each cutoff if it is between 50 - 54 and 60 - 64, and manipulable to the right if it is between 55 - 57 and 65 - 67 as a conservative approximation of their subject-and-year-specific scale score-based rubric.

In practice, I use a fourth-order polynomial (q=4) interacted with exam subject s, but constant across years for the same exam subject. As Dee et al (2016) suggest, realized bunching estimates are not sensitive to changes in the polynomial order or whether one allows the polynomial to vary by year or subject.

This generates a set of predicted fractions by score by subject. I verify that the average amount of bunching observed in my data is similar to that documented by Dee et al (2016), who find that approximately 6% of Regents exams between 2003 and 2011 exhibited grade manipulation. For the years 1998-2011, and using the subject-specific bunching estimator above, I find that 5.8% of all June Regents exams exhibited bunching at or near the passing score cutoffs.

I then calculate observed fractions for each score from 0 to 100 by school, month, year, and subject, and generate a measure of bunching that integrates the differences between observed and predicted fractions: that is, summing the excess mass of test results that are located to the right of the cutoff (above the predicted curve) and the gaps between predicted and observed fractions of test results to the left of the cutoff (below the predicted curve):

$$\zeta_{smyj} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \in +M_s} (F_{ks} - \hat{F}_{k_{smyj}}) + \frac{1}{2} |\sum_{i \in -M_s} (F_{ks} - \hat{F}_{k_{smyj}})|$$

where $$\zeta_{smyj}$$ denotes the degree of bunching at the passing cutoff for subject s, month m, year y, and school j. I then examine the relationship between $$\zeta_{smyj}$$ and exam-time temperature in that cell, which corresponds to the temperature experienced by students taking subject s in school j in June of year y, with controls for precipitation and humidity.

Figure 10 presents a binned percentile plot of the bunching estimator and exam-time temperature by subject-month-year-school cell. It suggests a clear positive relationship between the degree of grade manipulation – bunching around the passing cutoffs – and the ambient temperature during the exam being graded. Figure 11 presents a similar binned percentile

---

57 As a robustness check, I also estimate a linear approximation of the above estimator by generating predicted fractions using a linear spline between boundary points along the distribution that are known to be outside the manipulable range by subject. I then generate an estimate of the extent of bunching by school-subject-month-year cell, taking the absolute value of the distance between observed and predicted fractions by Regents scale score. The results are similar using this simplified measure of bunching.

58 Recall that Regents exams were, up until 2011, graded by teachers in students’ home schools. To the best of my knowledge, they were graded at the home school either in the evening following the exam or on a pre-specified day at the end of each month-specific exam period (for instance, the last Friday of the exam period), which means that it is possible that teachers remember which exams were subject to more heat stress even within a given exam period.
plot, but adding school fixed effects to allow for arbitrary differences in the average amount of grade manipulation across schools. The clear positive association between bunching estimate and temperature remains.

To assess the magnitude of this relationship controlling for school-, subject-, and/or year-level differences in the degree of manipulation that are unrelated to temperature, I run a series of regressions with $\zeta_{smyj}$ as the dependent variable:

$$\zeta_{smyj} = \delta_0 + \delta_1 T_{smyj} + \delta_2 X_{smyj} + \chi_j + \epsilon_{smyj}$$ (11)

$$\zeta_{smyj} = \delta_0 + \delta_1 T_{smyj} + \delta_2 X_{smyj} + \chi_j + \eta_s + \theta_y + \epsilon_{smyj}$$ (12)

$$\zeta_{smyj} = \delta_0 + \delta_1 T_{smyj} + \delta_2 X_{smyj} + \chi_j + \eta_s + \delta_3 Year_y + \delta_4 Year_y^2 + \delta_5 Year_y^3 + \epsilon_{smyj}$$ (13)

where $T_{smyj}$ denotes temperature, $X_{smyj}$ denotes precipitation and humidity, $\chi_j$, $\eta_s$, and $\theta_y$ denote school, subject, and year fixed effects respectively, and $Year_y$...$Year_y^3$ denotes a cubic time trend in scores. The parameter of interest is $\delta_1$, which represents the increase in grade manipulation due to exam-time temperature.

According to the estimates presented in Table 11, the amount of bunching increases by approximately 0.10-0.16 percentage points per degree F, or 1.7% to 2.8% per degree F hotter exam-time temperature relative to a mean of 5.8 percentage points. While these results are highly suggestive of adaptive grading, it is of course not possible to infer teachers’ intentions. It could be the case that teachers have an intuitive sense of whether a particular student scored below his or her “true ability”, irrespective of whether or not this was due to temperature or other exam-time conditions, and that they respond by manipulating grades in the case of students on the passing margin.

8 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper explores the impact of heat stress on exam performance and educational attainment. Using administrative data from the largest public school district in the United States, I find that hot temperatures exert a causal, statistically significant, and economically meaningful impact on student outcomes, by reducing student performance on high-stakes exams.

59 It is theoretically possible that if 1) teachers engage in punitive grade manipulation which is affected by negative affect, which has been shown to increase with high temperatures, and 2) temperature on the day of the exam is positively correlated with temperature during grading, then the above estimates are attenuated due to this reverse effect of punitive grading by hot-tempered teachers.
as well as reducing the amount of learning achieved over the course of the school year. The research design exploits quasi-random variation in local temperature to identify the causal impact of hot days on short run exam performance and long run educational attainment. The breadth and depth of the data set allows not only for credible causal estimation of the adverse impacts of heat stress, but also an assessment of possible adaptive responses by students and teachers, which may be especially important in thinking about the potential human capital impacts of future climate change.

Taking a high school exit exam on a 90°F day results in a 4.5% (0.17 standard deviation) reduction in exam performance relative to a more optimal 72°F day controlling for student specific unobservables, which amounts to roughly 1/4 of the Black-White test score gap. Given existing institutional rigidities – namely, cardinal pass/fail thresholds and graduation requirements that depend on exam scores in a formulaic way – these short-run impacts on student performance can have non-trivial knock-on effects on student attainment, leading to a 10.88% reduction in the probability of passing that particular subject exam, and, for the average New York City student, a roughly 2% lower likelihood of that student graduating on time. Over the period 1998 to 2011, upwards of 510,000 exams that otherwise would have passed received failing grades, affecting at least 90,000 students, possibly many more.

I find evidence supportive of the notion that heat stress can disrupt learning and thus reduce the rate of human capital accumulation, which could have important implications for both climate and education policy. Cumulative heat exposure over the course of the preceding school year, measured by the number of days during the school year where temperatures exceed 80°F, is associated with significant reductions in end of year exam performance, controlling for the exam-day effects of heat stress noted above. A year with five additional 80°F+ days is associated with a 2.1% (-0.11 standard deviation) reduction in learning on average, as measured by the same end of year regents exams, suggesting that heat exposure during class time can reduce long-run human capital and educational attainment. These effects are on par in magnitude with wiping out the gains from having a one standard deviation higher value-added teacher for that school year, though more careful research is needed to examine whether they result in comparable effects on later-life outcomes.

Using building level air-conditioning installation data, I find that air conditioning may have a mild but incomplete protective effect, depending on how it is installed and utilized. Building on evidence of grade manipulation by NYC teachers presented by Dee et al (2016), I find that the extent of bunching at passing score cutoffs (evidence of grade manipulation) is highly correlated with exam time temperature at the school and during the test session in which any particular set of subject exams were administered, suggesting that teachers may have been engaging in a form of “adaptive grading” to offset some of the adverse welfare consequences of momentary heat stress during a high stakes exam, which presumably affects students scores but does not reduce human capital per se.
These results have several implications. First, they imply that heat stress should be included among the long list of inputs to the human capital production function that economists have studied to date. This is especially true in light of the fact that climate change will lead to greater additional heat exposure for poorer populations both across and within countries given well documented relationships between income and hot current climate (Acemoglu and Dell, 2010; Park et al, 2015) as well as between income and air conditioning ownership (Davis and Gertler, 2015).

From the perspective of climate policy, this study lends further support to the notion that direct human impacts of heat stress should be included in climate damage functions and resulting social cost of carbon estimates (Tol, 2009; Burke et al, 2016; Heal and Park, 2016). They suggest that climate change may act to reduce not only the level of output but the growth rate as well, if added heat stress reduces the rate of human capital accumulation. These results also seem to underscore the importance of taking the interaction between weather shocks and existing institutions into account in assessing the realized welfare impacts of climate change.

From a methodological perspective, these findings support the use of weather instruments as a means of isolating truly random variation in test scores, which can in principle be used to inform the issue of score fade out (Cascio and Staiger, 2012; Chetty et al, 2010).

In terms of our understanding of the role of climate in economic development, this study lends further evidence that the longstanding correlation between geography and economic growth (Gallup, Sachs, Mellinger, 1999; Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson, 2000; Rodrik et al, 2004) may have a causal as opposed to merely correlational component.

The findings from this study suggest several fruitful avenues for future research, and raises a number of policy-relevant questions. If heat exposure can affect both short- and long-run student performance, how much of the residual racial (Black-White, Hispanic-White) test-score gap be a function of climatic factors? If heat stress during high stakes standardized testing affects exam performance differentially across regions, could standardized exams such as the SAT or GRE that are curved relative to a national population exhibit general equilibrium impacts? Finally, do the effects documented here generalize to developing country contexts such as India or Sub-Saharan Africa, where present and future heat burdens are likely to be more severe?

60Such institutional factors may be especially important in thinking about the welfare consequences of heat in the human capital production process if they exacerbate underlying principal-agent problems. For instance, school principals may not fully internalize the welfare costs of elevated school temperatures (lack of proper cooling equipment) if the link between principal behavior and student outcomes is imperfectly observable. The result may be a socially inefficient investment in this particular form of productive capital.

61Blacks and Hispanics are more likely to reside in hotter states and to attend school in highly urbanized districts, which may be subject to additional urban heat island effects.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Short-Run Identifying Variation in Temperature

Figure 1: Temperatures measured at the school level, weighted by number of exam observations by date and time

Notes: This figure illustrates the source of identifying variation for short-run performance impacts of heat stress. It presents realized exam-time temperatures for all June Regents exam observations over the sample period (1998-2011), inclusive of spatial and temporal temperature corrections.
Figure 2: Temperatures measured at the school level, weighted by student population.

Notes: This figure illustrates the source of identifying variation for short-run performance impacts of heat stress. It presents realized exam-time temperatures for two subsequent days within a Regents exam period – Thursday, June 24th, 2010, and Friday, June 25th, 2010 – inclusive of spatial and temporal temperature corrections described in section 4, plotting observations at the student-exam level.
Figure 3: Variation in Cumulative Heat Exposure by Borough and Year in New York City

Notes: This figure illustrates year to year variation in cumulative heat exposure during the school year, measured in terms of the number of days with max temperatures above 80°F per school year. Temperature readings are taken from USGS weather stations, one from each of the five boroughs of NYC.
Figure 4: NYC Public School Buildings by AC status

Notes: This figure provides a map of New York City public schools, with green dots representing schools that had any air conditioning equipment as of 2012, and red dots representing schools that did not, according to the NY School Construction Authority.
Table 1: Summary Statistics by Borough

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Borough</th>
<th>Regents Score</th>
<th>Pass Rate</th>
<th>Proficiency Rate</th>
<th>Previous Ability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bronx</td>
<td>60.86</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18.17)</td>
<td>(0.50)</td>
<td>(0.42)</td>
<td>(1.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
<td>64.96</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.81)</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
<td>(0.47)</td>
<td>(1.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>66.66</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18.08)</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
<td>(0.48)</td>
<td>(1.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queens</td>
<td>65.81</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.42)</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
<td>(0.47)</td>
<td>(1.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staten Island</td>
<td>67.38</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.23)</td>
<td>(0.48)</td>
<td>(0.48)</td>
<td>(1.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>64.86</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.92)</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
<td>(0.47)</td>
<td>(1.42)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Previous ability denotes a combined z-score for standardized English Language and Arts (ELA) and math exams taken in 3rd-8th grade for the students in the Regents exam sample.

Table 2: Summary Statistics by Ethnicity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Regents Score</th>
<th>Pass Rate</th>
<th>Proficiency Rate</th>
<th>Previous Ability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>74.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(16.80)</td>
<td>(0.41)</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
<td>(1.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>61.21</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.05)</td>
<td>(0.50)</td>
<td>(0.42)</td>
<td>(1.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>61.49</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.23)</td>
<td>(0.50)</td>
<td>(0.42)</td>
<td>(1.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiracial</td>
<td>69.65</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.44)</td>
<td>(0.46)</td>
<td>(0.50)</td>
<td>(1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>61.96</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(18.08)</td>
<td>(0.50)</td>
<td>(0.44)</td>
<td>(1.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>72.92</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(16.78)</td>
<td>(0.43)</td>
<td>(0.50)</td>
<td>(1.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>64.86</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(17.92)</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
<td>(0.47)</td>
<td>(1.42)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This figure presents summary statistics for key outcome variables by demographic sub-group. Missing observations correspond to the 14% of students for whom Regents scores and scrambled student id’s are available but demographic information is not.
Figure 5: Temperatures measured at the school level, weighted by student population.

Notes: This figure presents a binned scatterplot of Regents scores and exam-time temperature, by percentile of the realized exam-time temperature distribution, controlling for average differences across subjects, average differences across years, and exam-day precipitation and humidity (N=4,509,095). Each dot represents approximately 220,000 exam observations.
### Table 3: Short-Run Performance Impacts of Heat Stress on Exam Performance: Regents Scores for NYC Public High School Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Score</th>
<th>(2) Score</th>
<th>(3) Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°F)</td>
<td>-0.138***</td>
<td>-0.131***</td>
<td>-0.109**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0353)</td>
<td>(0.0335)</td>
<td>(0.0365)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (10mm)</td>
<td>0.0413*</td>
<td>0.0397*</td>
<td>0.0447*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0174)</td>
<td>(0.0175)</td>
<td>(0.0190)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>-0.526*</td>
<td>-0.728**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.223)</td>
<td>(0.254)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.434***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0861)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of month</td>
<td>-0.116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0678)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Observations are at student-exam-date-time-level. Student, subject, and year fixed effects suppressed in output, and 161,383 singleton observations are dropped. June Regents exams in 11 core subjects only, for years 1998-2011. All regressions include controls for dewpoint. Temperature is temporally corrected to account for diurnal fluctuations (AM vs PM sessions, see Appendix), and spatially corrected to account for urban heat island effects (see Appendix). Robust standard errors are clustered at borough by date and time level.
Table 4: Short-Run Performance Impacts of Heat Stress on Exam Performance: Regents Exam Pass Rates for NYC Public High School Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Pass</th>
<th>(2) Pass</th>
<th>(3) Pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>-0.00311***</td>
<td>-0.00294***</td>
<td>-0.00225**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000778)</td>
<td>(0.000740)</td>
<td>(0.000769)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (mm)</td>
<td>0.000886*</td>
<td>0.000845*</td>
<td>0.00105*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000413)</td>
<td>(0.000414)</td>
<td>(0.000452)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>-0.0128*</td>
<td>-0.0189**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00527)</td>
<td>(0.00607)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of week</td>
<td>0.00831***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00212)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of month</td>
<td>-0.00332*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00164)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fixed Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>4347719</td>
<td>4347719</td>
<td>4347719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.551</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Table 4: Dependent variable is Dummy for Passed Regents exam
Notes: Observations are at student-exam-date-time-level. Student, subject, and year fixed effects suppressed in output, and 161,383 singleton observations are dropped. All regressions include controls for dewpoint. June Regents exams in 11 core subjects only, for years 1998-2011. Temperature is temporally corrected to account for diurnal fluctuations (AM vs PM sessions, see Appendix), and spatially corrected to account for urban heat island effects (see Appendix). Robust standard errors are clustered at borough by date and time level.
Table 5: Short-Run Performance Impacts of Heat Stress on Exam Performance: Regents Exam Proficiency Status for NYC Public High School Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Proficient</th>
<th>(2) Proficient</th>
<th>(3) Proficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (F)</td>
<td>-0.00309***</td>
<td>-0.00296***</td>
<td>-0.00242**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000693)</td>
<td>(0.000673)</td>
<td>(0.000795)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (10mm)</td>
<td>0.00128***</td>
<td>0.00125***</td>
<td>0.00139***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000337)</td>
<td>(0.000336)</td>
<td>(0.000339)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>-0.00964*</td>
<td>-0.0144**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00443)</td>
<td>(0.00533)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00849***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of month</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00270*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00133)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Effects</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>4347719</td>
<td>4347719</td>
<td>4347719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.612</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Table 5: Dependent variable is dummy for Proficiency status achieved
Notes: Observations are at student-exam-date-time-level. Student, subject, and year fixed effects suppressed in output, and 161,383 singleton observations are dropped. June Regents exams in 11 core subjects only, for years 1998-2011. All regressions include controls for dewpoint. Temperature is temporally corrected to account for diurnal fluctuations (AM vs PM sessions, see Appendix), and spatially corrected to account for urban heat island effects (see Appendix). Robust standard errors are clustered at borough by date and time level.
Figure 6: Combined ELA/math z-scores as a measure of student ability.

Notes: This figure presents a binned scatterplot of Regents scores and previous z-scores (ELA and math z-scores by grade and year, averaged by student) by percentile of the combined z-score distribution.
### Table 6: Heterogeneity in Short-Run Impacts by Demographic Sub-Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Asian</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>FSS Lunch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1) Score</td>
<td>(2) Score</td>
<td>(3) Score</td>
<td>(4) Score</td>
<td>(5) Score</td>
<td>(6) Score</td>
<td>(7) Score</td>
<td>(8) Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (F)</td>
<td>-0.109**</td>
<td>-0.0538*</td>
<td>-0.0701</td>
<td>-0.0674*</td>
<td>-0.0658*</td>
<td>-0.0618*</td>
<td>-0.0761*</td>
<td>-0.0669*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0365)</td>
<td>(0.0254)</td>
<td>(0.0386)</td>
<td>(0.0338)</td>
<td>(0.0318)</td>
<td>(0.0292)</td>
<td>(0.0310)</td>
<td>(0.0301)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (10mm)</td>
<td>0.0447*</td>
<td>0.0345*</td>
<td>0.0528*</td>
<td>0.0605**</td>
<td>0.0338</td>
<td>0.0427*</td>
<td>0.0547**</td>
<td>0.0483**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0190)</td>
<td>(0.0156)</td>
<td>(0.0219)</td>
<td>(0.0207)</td>
<td>(0.0188)</td>
<td>(0.0184)</td>
<td>(0.0176)</td>
<td>(0.0179)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of week</td>
<td>0.434***</td>
<td>0.0400</td>
<td>0.427***</td>
<td>0.330***</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.309***</td>
<td>0.263**</td>
<td>0.309***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0861)</td>
<td>(0.0831)</td>
<td>(0.0938)</td>
<td>(0.0887)</td>
<td>(0.0946)</td>
<td>(0.0837)</td>
<td>(0.0813)</td>
<td>(0.0814)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of month</td>
<td>-0.116</td>
<td>-0.00295</td>
<td>-0.0876</td>
<td>-0.126</td>
<td>-0.141*</td>
<td>-0.0635</td>
<td>-0.120*</td>
<td>-0.0901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0678)</td>
<td>(0.0611)</td>
<td>(0.0735)</td>
<td>(0.0708)</td>
<td>(0.0672)</td>
<td>(0.0630)</td>
<td>(0.0606)</td>
<td>(0.0608)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>-0.728**</td>
<td>-0.209</td>
<td>-0.928***</td>
<td>-0.907***</td>
<td>-0.590*</td>
<td>-0.732**</td>
<td>-0.796***</td>
<td>-0.813***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.254)</td>
<td>(0.244)</td>
<td>(0.274)</td>
<td>(0.264)</td>
<td>(0.270)</td>
<td>(0.235)</td>
<td>(0.232)</td>
<td>(0.228)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>4347719</td>
<td>621460</td>
<td>1332245</td>
<td>1431342</td>
<td>546286</td>
<td>2075490</td>
<td>1890026</td>
<td>3633600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.698</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses

* $p < 0.05$, ** $p < 0.01$, *** $p < 0.001$

Table 6: Dependent variable is Regents score

Notes: Observations are at student-exam-date-time-level. Student, subject, and year fixed effects suppressed in output. June Regents exams in 11 core subjects only, for years 1998-2011. All regressions include controls for dewpoint. Temperature is temporally corrected to account for diurnal fluctuations (AM vs PM sessions, see Appendix), and spatially corrected to account for urban heat island effects (see Appendix). Robust standard errors are clustered at borough by date and time level.
Figure 7: Four-year Graduation Status and Average Exam-Time Outdoor Temperature by student for NYC Public High School Students

Notes: This figure presents a binned scatterplot of 4-year graduation status by percentile of the observed average exam-time temperature distribution, where exam-time temperature for all June Regents core subject exam sessions during the first three years of high school are averaged by student, plotting residual variation after controls for the total number of exams taken by student as well as student-level observables (ethnicity, gender, average previous z-scores, federally subsidized school lunch eligibility) and average precipitation at the school level are included.
Table 7: Knock-on Impacts, 4 Year Graduation Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Graduated (4yrs)</th>
<th>(2) Graduated (4yrs)</th>
<th>(3) Graduated (4yrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Temperature (°F)</td>
<td>-0.00132**</td>
<td>-0.00146***</td>
<td>-0.00172***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000414)</td>
<td>(0.000378)</td>
<td>(0.000413)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Precipitation (10mm)</td>
<td>0.00106*</td>
<td>0.00596***</td>
<td>0.00367***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000509)</td>
<td>(0.000512)</td>
<td>(0.000369)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Ability</td>
<td>0.0946***</td>
<td>0.0903***</td>
<td>0.0833***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000740)</td>
<td>(0.000719)</td>
<td>(0.000689)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fixed Effects

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Takes</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>398736</td>
<td>398736</td>
<td>398692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Notes: Observations are at the student level. Robust standard errors are clustered at borough by date and time level. All regressions include controls for daily precipitation and dewpoint. Number of takes, cohort, and school fixed effects are suppressed in output. Temperature is temporally corrected to account for diurnal fluctuations, and spatially corrected to account for urban heat island effects. Average temperatures from all June Regents exam takes during the students’ first four years of high school are computed by student.
Table 8: Knock-on Impacts, 4, 5, 6 Year Graduation Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Grad (4yrs)</th>
<th>(2) Grad (5yrs)</th>
<th>(3) Grad (6yrs)</th>
<th>(4) Evergrad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Temperature (F)</td>
<td>-0.00172***</td>
<td>-0.00224***</td>
<td>-0.00179***</td>
<td>-0.00161***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000413)</td>
<td>(0.000414)</td>
<td>(0.000411)</td>
<td>(0.000408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Precipitation (10mm)</td>
<td>0.00367***</td>
<td>0.00287***</td>
<td>0.00254***</td>
<td>0.00254***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000369)</td>
<td>(0.000353)</td>
<td>(0.000340)</td>
<td>(0.000341)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Ability</td>
<td>0.0833***</td>
<td>0.0745***</td>
<td>0.0685***</td>
<td>0.0693***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000689)</td>
<td>(0.000653)</td>
<td>(0.000627)</td>
<td>(0.000626)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>398692</td>
<td>386663</td>
<td>394911</td>
<td>398692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>0.383</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses
* $p < 0.05$, ** $p < 0.01$, *** $p < 0.001$

Notes: Observations at the student level for those students for whom all outcomes are available in dataset. Robust standard errors are clustered at school by date and time level. All regressions include controls for daily precipitation and dewpoint. Number of takes, cohort, and school fixed effects are suppressed in output. Temperature is temporally corrected to account for diurnal fluctuations (AM vs PM sessions, see Appendix), and spatially corrected to account for urban heat island effects (see Appendix). Average temperatures from all June Regents exam takes during the students’ first four years of high school are computed by student.
Figure 8: Cumulative Learning Impacts of Heat Exposure during the Preceding School Year (Regents Exam Scores for NYC Public High School Students)

Notes: This figure presents a binned scatterplot of end-of-year Regents performance at the school-subject-date level, by quantile of the distribution of cumulative heat stress, measured by the number of days per degree bin (showing days with maximum temperatures above 80°F), plotting residual variation after controls for exam-day temperature and precipitation, as well as school-, subject-, time of day, day of week, and day of month fixed effects are included.
Table 9: Cumulative Learning Impacts of Heat Exposure during School Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days with max temp</th>
<th>Score (1)</th>
<th>Score (2)</th>
<th>Score (3)</th>
<th>Score (4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70F-80F</td>
<td>-0.16525***</td>
<td>-0.059</td>
<td>-0.10129*</td>
<td>-0.12900*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80F-90F</td>
<td>-0.11675*</td>
<td>-0.15285*</td>
<td>-0.22916**</td>
<td>-0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>above 90F</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>-0.132</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>below 20F</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20F-30F</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30F-40F</td>
<td>-0.10122***</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.09219***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40F-50F</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50F-60F</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam-Time Temperature (F)</td>
<td>-0.09976***</td>
<td>-0.12681***</td>
<td>-0.13549***</td>
<td>-0.12500***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam-Day Precipitation (10mm)</td>
<td>0.05598***</td>
<td>0.04327**</td>
<td>0.04989**</td>
<td>0.04631**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg Precipitation school year (10mm)</td>
<td>-0.193</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>-0.177</td>
<td>0.541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>1.178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg Temperature (F) during school year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.69371*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>20,696</td>
<td>20,696</td>
<td>20,696</td>
<td>20,696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.586</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Notes: The dependent variable is average Regents score (0-100), collapsed at the school by date-and-time by year level. School, subject, time of day, day of week, day of month fixed effects are suppressed in the output. Robust standard errors are clustered at borough by year level. Cumulative degree day variables are assigned by closest weather station, which is at the Borough level, and summed beginning on the first day of the preceding fall semester up through the first day of June Regents exams that year.
Table 10: Heterogeneity in Short-Run Impacts by School Type (AC status)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Any AC=</th>
<th>Any AC=</th>
<th>Central AC=</th>
<th>Central AC=</th>
<th>Specialized Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (F)</td>
<td>-0.141</td>
<td>-0.0996</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td>-0.106</td>
<td>-0.106</td>
<td>-0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0470)</td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
<td>(0.0401)</td>
<td>(0.0503)</td>
<td>(0.0579)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation (10mm)</td>
<td>0.0614</td>
<td>0.0767</td>
<td>0.0636</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0191)</td>
<td>(0.0219)</td>
<td>(0.0219)</td>
<td>(0.0219)</td>
<td>(0.0219)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of week</td>
<td>0.449**</td>
<td>0.491***</td>
<td>0.491**</td>
<td>0.491**</td>
<td>0.491**</td>
<td>0.491**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0964)</td>
<td>(0.118)</td>
<td>(0.107)</td>
<td>(0.104)</td>
<td>(0.104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day of month</td>
<td>-0.0548</td>
<td>-0.0860</td>
<td>-0.0860</td>
<td>-0.0860</td>
<td>-0.0860</td>
<td>-0.0860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0771)</td>
<td>(0.0824)</td>
<td>(0.0824)</td>
<td>(0.0824)</td>
<td>(0.0824)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>-0.511</td>
<td>-0.703***</td>
<td>-0.511</td>
<td>-0.511</td>
<td>-0.511</td>
<td>-0.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.263)</td>
<td>(0.319)</td>
<td>(0.297)</td>
<td>(0.297)</td>
<td>(0.297)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous z-score</td>
<td>5.904 ***</td>
<td>5.764***</td>
<td>6.125***</td>
<td>5.811***</td>
<td>6.165***</td>
<td>6.800***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0714)</td>
<td>(0.0834)</td>
<td>(0.0834)</td>
<td>(0.0834)</td>
<td>(0.0834)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses

Notes: Observations are at student-subject-date-time-level. School, subject, and year fixed effects suppressed in output. Demographic controls include ethnicity, gender, subsidized school lunch status, and previous ability variable (combined math and ela z-score from 3rd-8th grade). All regressions include controls for daily dewpoint. 7 singleton observations are dropped. June Regents exams in 11 core subjects only, for years 1998-2011. Robust standard errors are clustered at school by date and time level.

Table 10: Dependent variable is Regents score

Table 10: Dependent variable is Regents score

Notes: Observations are at student-subject-date-time-level. School, subject, and year fixed effects suppressed in output. Demographic controls include ethnicity, gender, subsidized school lunch status, and previous ability variable (combined math and ela z-score from 3rd-8th grade). All regressions include controls for daily dewpoint. 7 singleton observations are dropped. June Regents exams in 11 core subjects only, for years 1998-2011. Robust standard errors are clustered at school by date and time level.
Figure 9: All Regents exams in core subjects prior to NYC grading reforms in 2011-2012.

Notes: This figure presents a histogram of Regents exam scores from June 1999 to June 2011. As has been documented by Dee et al (2016), and is evident from visual inspection, a large number of observations bunch at the pass/fail cutoffs, scores of 55 and 65 for local and Regents diploma requirements respectively.
Figure 10: Grade Manipulation varies with exam-time temperature by subject, school, and take.

Notes: This figure presents a binned scatterplot of the residualized degree of bunching at the school-subject-date level by quantile of the exam-time temperature experienced by students taking that subject in that school that year (date), controlling for averages across subjects and years, as well as for exam-day precipitation. The bunching estimator is calculated by integrating the distance between predicted and observed score fractions of scores within the manipulable zone.
Figure 11: Grade manipulation and exam-time temperature, adding school fixed effects

Notes: This figure presents a binned scatterplot of the residualized degree of bunching at the school-subject-date level within each school, plotted by quantile of the exam-time temperature experienced by students taking that subject in that school that year (date), controlling for averages across subjects and years, as well as for exam-day precipitation. The bunching estimator is calculated by integrating the distance between predicted and observed score fractions of scores within the manipulable zone.
Table 11: Adaptive Grading: Grade Manipulation by Exam-Time Temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Bunching Estimator</th>
<th>(2) Bunching Estimator</th>
<th>(3) Bunching Estimator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (F)</td>
<td>0.0013***</td>
<td>0.0016***</td>
<td>0.0010***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6705**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year^2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00042**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School FE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year FE</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject FE</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>30,731</td>
<td>30,731</td>
<td>30,731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Notes: The dependent variable is the extent of bunching by school-subject-month-year, measured as the fraction of exam observations that are missing from above and below the hypothetical score distribution, in the areas above and below the passing cutoffs that are subject to discretionary grade manipulation due to NY Regents grading rules respectively. Temperature is measured at the school-by-date (subject-month-year) level, accounting for temporal and spatial variation (see Appendix). All regressions include controls for exam-day precipitation and dewpoint. School, subject, and year fixed effects suppressed in output. The bunching estimator is calculated by integrating the distance between predicted and observed score fractions of scores within the manipulable zone.